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UNIT-1 

Q-1- What is Advertising? 

Ans-1- Advertising is a paid form of non-personal communication. Advertising promotes ideas, 

goods and services of an identified sponsor. The main purpose of advertising is to create sales. If 

advertisement doesn't increase sales, we may conclude that advertisement is not effective. It may be 

called as salesmanship in print. 

The five important messages from the above definition are as follows: 

1) Advertising is a paid form of communication- It is paid because, advertiser has purchased time and 

space. 

2) It is non personal in nature, because it is not directed towards individual i.e., no face to face 

presentation. 

3) Purpose of advertising is to promote ideas about products and services. 

4) Advertising is done to create interest in goods and services. 

5) Advertising is issued by an identified sponsor- advertising is done by source  

Q-2- Discuss the concept of Advertising 

Ans-2-  

 

CONCEPTS OF ADVERTISING 

 

Brief History of Advertising 

The record book tells that history of advertising is 5000 years old. Before the print advertisement 

started there were 3 forms of advertisements 

1) Trade mark 

2) Town criers 

3) Signs 

 

 

1) Trademark 

Artisans and craftsman placed their mark on the Goods to get identified with respect to the skill that 

they possess. Even today we can see this practice. Example: Gold jewelry-Hallmark certified.Town 

criers 

    These town criers are paid to go round the streets of the town and make announcement. This 

practice is followed even today in small Indian rural areas. The announcement uses a tonga or a 

group of people drum and make announcement. 

  Example: News of a film being shown in a tent theatre.  



 

 

2) Signs 

 In this method, product name is displayed on a rock by painting. People who pass by notice it. This 

type of outdoor advertising is common even today. Sec this while traveling in highway. 

 Hand bill was, the first printed form of advertisement in U.K. The first advertisement in U.S.A was 

printed in Bosten newsletter. 

Today there are professional bodies which represent the advertiser, the agency and the media. They 
are 

1) Indian society of Advertisers — ISA 
2)  Indian News Papers Society —INS 
3) Advertising agencies Association of India AAAI 

Some of the important personality to be remembered, who laid foundation for modern Advertisement 

are David Ogilvy, J Walter Thomson. 

        Advertising Sutras 

"Advertising is to seduce customers to move towards products. It is a device which contains several 
sutras (formula) such as". 

=>Attention value Conviction value 

=> Retention value Recall value Motivational value  

=> Empathy value 

=> Enticing value 

            =>  Attention value 

It must attract the attention of the people. The advertisement should be drafted in such a way that, it 

should be able to draw the attention of the people to whom it is addressed and create interest in the 

product or service. Attraction can be increased by using "bold headlines or using a picture of a person 

or product". E.g. 1 Young lady washing clothes having a pack of Ultra Surf by her side. Eg. 2 It is not 

just a car, it is a care by DCM Daewoo. 

Conviction value 

An advertisement must carry a conviction i.e., the advertisement copy must be convincing. It should 

not leave an impression in the minds of the people that the qualities of the product have been 

exaggerated in the ad 

For convincing value, the best way to advertise is to stress the quality of the product being advertised 

through a slogan. E.g. 1 "Anacin Relieves pain faster as it has micro fine". 

E.g. 2 Kisan products are automatically processed hygienically. 

 

      Retention value 



 

 

The copy of advertisement must retain the attention of the people. Impression created in the minds of 

the reader or listener must be such that, it is likely to be remembered by him for a long period of time. 

This can be done when the brand name of the product is repeated in advertisements time and again. 

E.g. Limca, Pepsi, Coca Cola etc, 

 

 

 

        Recall value 

The advertisement must be such that the customer is able to recall the product or service offered by 

the company. E.g. when a replay of a cricket match shown "rotating ball" indicates that it is BPL 

which is sponsoring that part of the program.  

Motivational value 

The advertisement should be effective and should motivate the people to go for the product, The 

motivational theme can be prestige, comfort. health. safety etc. E.g. I (for health) Il technology is 

used to eliminate the diseases causing bacteria and Virus in your drinking water. (for safety) E.g. 2 

This match stick is manufactured taking into account utmost safety". "Insurance for a better 

tomorrow"  

        Empathy value 

        Empathy refers to personalized services offered by the company. It could be seen in most 

services such as Life Insurance Corporation proclaims "we understand India better" 

Q-3- Discuss about different types of Advertisement. 

Ans-3- Different types of advertisement is based on: 

 Target group 

 Type of impact required  

  Geographical area 

Target Group  

      The following are the types  of advertising:  

1) Consumer Advertising: Most Of the consumer products company encourage consumer product 

advertising. Marketers of cosmetics, detergents, soaps are included here. Sponsors in this area 

compete with each other to establish an advantage for their particular brand.) 

2) Service Advertising: Service sector encompass such services as medical services, financial 

services, education services etc. In service advertising, the service provider is trying to sell his 



 

 

expertise. It is very difficult because of I. Services are intangible 2. There is no transfer of ownership. 

3. Difficult to differentiate. 4. Production / consumption are inseparable) 

3)  Industrial advertising; The number of industrial advertising as percentage of sales is much less 

compared to customer product advertising. (The task of industrial advertiser is very complicated 

because of the buying characteristics of buyers. The demand being a derived demand, the 

advertisement may lose the intensity of the product, 

However, the industrial advertising helps to motivate the distributors and also helps to build 

company's image. The basic outlay in industrial advertising is rationale. The advertisement copy is 

usually filled with facts. Trade journals act as media for industrial advertising 

 

'Hidden agenda: Isuzu advertises for its engine. These engines are bought by car / truck manufactures. 

Manufacturing.  Customer don't buy engines, they buy cars. Therefore why should the company 

engines advertise'? This is because future customers may prefer cars fitted only with Isuzu engines. 

That may be the key selling issue.  

4) Surrogate Advertising.: The word surrogate means "substitute" advertisement, one product is 

substituted for the other example- Alcohol, advertisement is banned so instead of Alcohol, mineral 

water or Apple juice, soda is substituted for advertisement 

5) Trade Advertising: It consists of two parts. They are 

 Retail Advertising 

 Wholesale Advertising 

 

Retail advertising: This will cover all the items sold directly to the consumer by the retail shop. The 

retail advertising also includes advertisements released by establishments that sell services such as 

petrol pump, banks and apparels. 

One important aspect of retail advertising is known as cooperative advertising: Here, the advertising 

costs are shared between retailers and manufacturers. 

Wholesale Advertising: Wholesale advertising unfortunately is not well organized in our country. 
This is because, in wholesale advertising, the wholesaler are not advertising minded, either for 
themselves or for their suppliers. 

 

6) Non-profit Advertising: Here the idea selling is done instead of product or service. This is 
generally aimed at fund rising (send us a cheque for Prime Minister's Flood Relief Fund), 
persuasion to act (get a check up for malaria), anti smoke etc.) 
 
7)  Public Service Advertising: This advertisement is directed at the social welfare of the nation or the 
community. E.g. LIC's advertisement on "drug addiction". "gum care" etc. In this type of 
advertisement, the objective is, to put across a message intended to change the attitude or behavior of 
the public. Advertisement on "drinking and driving". are the examples of public service advertising. 
Ads of cry card for donations which will help to support poor children are example of public service 
advertising 



 

 

Type of Impact Required by Ad 

There are three types of advertisements impact;  

 Promotional demand ad 

 Direct and Indirect action demand ad 

 Institutional ad 

1) Promotional demand ad: Promotional demand is the demand for a product or service in question. 

The advertising which focuses on the promotional demand represents a form of inter-industry 

competition. In other words promotional demand advertising is intended to effect the demand for type 

of product an not simply for one particular brand of that product. Example: Liquor manufacturer 

attempt to increase the overall demand for beer with advertising campaign showing the virtues of 

drinking, such as "thrill". This would be a promotional demand campaign. "Chota Bottle but kick 

total" 

Normally the advertiser of promotional demand campaign would be the person who would be the first 

to introduce the new product. At this time, the marketer must inform the existence of new item and 

convince them of the benefits. When the promotional demand is materialized and competitors have 

entered the market, the advertising strategy may be altered to boost selective demand (brand). Product 

first, brand next is the promotion demand strategy 

 

2) Direct or indirect action demand: These are two categories of product advertising. 

 Direct Action Ad: Direct action aims at generating immediate response. This message requests the 

customers to buy now. This type of ad may contain a coupon which can be redeemed immediately. In 

the service sector, most of telecommunication companies resort to this. All mobile phone companies 

use this tactics) For those products which will solve the problem immediately such as head ache or 

eye disorder, the buy action is immediate and therefore the sponsor will resort to direct action ad E.g. 

Aspirin, Itch Guard etc. 

 Indirect Action Ad: Indirect action ad, does not attempt to bring about immediate behavior 

responses. It aims at creating a favorable attitude towards the sponsor  and his products or services. 

This includes exposure, attention, attitudinal change, behavior. Marketers should use indirect action 

ad and Strive to bring about sale of their products and services but not in the immediate future. In the 

multi utility vehicle (MUV) and SUV, the sponsors do not expect a larger number of consumers to 

rush out, buy immediately after exposure to the ad They however expect that the ad will improve 

many consumer attitudes towards the products. Attitude improvement is the main purpose of indirect 

action ad 

3) Institutional Ad: It aims at building a positive public image in the eyes' of shareholders, 

employees, suppliers and general public. 

Institutional ad does not aim at selling a product. Its benefit is for the organization as a whole. It 

notifies the customer that the company is responsible for its business, environmental protection, 

concerned about society, provides employment opportunities etc)E.g. An ad made by IOCL. IPCL, 

BPCL regarding opening of outlets etc. E.g. Q AND Q Stations. 



 

 

       Geographical area 

1) National Advertising: There are companies who advertise in all the regions of the country. This is 

practiced by many films in our country. It encourages the customer to buy their products wherever 

they are sold. Most national advertisements concentrate on the overall image. The famous national 

advertisers are HLL, TISCO, DCM, BRITANNIA, etc. 

2) Local advertising: This is generally given by retailers and service firms rather than manufacturers. 

Retailer's ad generally provides specific information for the consumer. One of the examples of this 

type of ad is released by local dailies for Bajaj or Hero Honda two wheeler. 

3) Global Advertising: This type of advertising is resorted to by companies which are global in 

nature, such as IBM, Intel and Compaq etc. IBM advertises "Men should think machine should work" 

This is to highlight the company itself. This is to highlight the technology with which the company is 

associated. 

 

 

4- Discuss about the FORMS AND IMPORTANCE OF ADVERTISING. 

  Ans-4-  

  Forms 

Promotion is a market related Communication between seller and buyer. Promotion mix constitutes, 

personal selling, advertising, sales promotion, public relation etc. 

 

Personal Selling;  

There are various methods of personal selling: 

 Selling done by counter sale personals 

 Selling done by company sales people who gets in touch with the customer 

 Direct selling where advertising takes the entire burden. 

Advertising 

This is non personal selling.  Main aim to create awareness, persuade and remind customers, Some 

factor relating to some products may be advertised, they arc –(1) Significant product differentiation 

(2) Hidden qualities in a product (3) To express emotional / Rational appeal 

 

Public Relation 

Companies use public relation activity like publicity to supplement advertising, public relation 

includes publicity such as in store leaflets, press release, lobbying etc. It includes promoting the 

company as a brand to investors. PR helps to fight negative publicity. PR tires to influence opinion 

formers such as Journalists, where paid mass media advertising is inappropriate.  



 

 

Sales promotion 

Sales promotion, including free samples. Money off coupons, etc. are some of the most popular 

methods.  With every free sample, there is an implication that what you are trying is different and 

better than what you already have. Sales promotion can be used to communicate the brand value. 

Sales promotion is believed to be more effective than advertising. Advertising often integrates all the 

elements of the promotion program. Many offers are communicated through promotion such as "25% 

extra 50% off' win two tickets etc.) 

The role of advertising is to provide coverage and frequency to the mass media and add brand value 

to the product. Advertising can be used to assist sales people in their Job by providing literature for 

the campaign. 

Benefits 

1) Benefit to the advertisers 

2) Benefit to the consumers 

1) Benefit to the advertisers: 

 Through advertisement an advertiser is able to establish a link between himself and the consumer 

 It enables manufacturers to introduce new products / new services. 

 Advertisement helps the manufacturer to keep the consumers well informed. 

 It helps in brand image building 

 It smoothens product adoption process  

 

2) Benefits to the consumers: 

 Acts as a guide in choosing the product 

 It saves time 

 Many products and services contribute to consumer welfare. 

 Provides all information with regard to availability and price of the product 

Q-5- Discuss the significance of Advertising 

Ans- 5- Significance of Advertising in marketing are: 

 Advertising creates an awareness of products & services. 

 Advertising provides support to sales 

 Advertising contributes for strong customer base 

 Advertisement influences to achieve market leadership . 

 Advertisement – more sales- more customers- brand loyalty- more sales & market leadership 

Advertising action process- a cycle 

 Advertising assignments are given to an ad agency by manufacturer 

 Design & preparation of effective ad campaign & selection of media. 

 Preparation of suitable ad to reach target group through various media. 

 Persuade to target group & drive them towards point of purchase. 

 Payment realization ( monetary commitment of ad ) 

 



 

 

Q-6 - Discuss the elements of IMC with help of a diagram. 

Ans-6- IMC involves coordinating the various elements of promotion that communicates with the 

customers. The various tools of IMC are as follows: 

 

  Various Tools of IMC 

From the figure  it is clear that the company willing to launch an IMC should contain all the items as 

shown above. It is otherwise called' pronged strategy" to focus on the potential customer. IMC helps 

to create awareness,  persuade the customer and use push or a pull strategy towards products and 

services. Most of the tools used in IMC are complimentary in nature i.e., mutually help each other in 

attracting the customers towards products and services. Latest entrant to EMC is Internet 

Q-7- Discuss about the INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION PLANNING 

MODEL. With help of a chart 

 

Ans- INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION PLANNING MODEL. With help of 

a chart 



 

 

 

Marketing Communication Planning Model 

 

Review of marketing Plan 

Analysis of Promotional Program Situation 

 

Analysis of Communication Process 
 

 
 

Budget Determination 

 

Monitor, Evaluate and Integrated Marketing Communications 

Programme 
 



 

 

Step No. 1: Review of Marketing Plan 

l. To examine the overall marketing plan - What do you want to achieve or what is the objective? 

2. Role of advertising in promotion - Is it awareness or buy behavior? 

3. To do competitive analysis - Analyze what your competitor doing?  

4. Assess the Environmental influence -such as value life style change etc. 

5. Use of the four elements of marketing mix 

6. Fix time frame for implementing various marketing activities 

7. Monitor and evaluate the success of marketing activities 

 

Step No.2: Analysis of Promotional Program 

The entire analysis is divided into two parts namely internal analysis and external analysis. 

Internal analysis: The following items should be discussed in the internal analysis: 

 The internal analysis involves the product and services offered by the company 

 The capability of the company to implement the promotional program 

 Review of success and failures of the past program 

 Decide whether promotional program should be done either in-house or through external agency. 

In case of an external agency, "who" is to be decided? 

 Analysis of strengths and weakness of the organization doing promotion and the image of product / 

service. 

The must aspect of internal analysis is to assess the strengths and weakness of the firm such as USP 

or benefits that the company might offer such as packaging, price etc. Also image of the firm/ product 

should also be reviewed. This is because, often image of the firm will have significant impact on the 

promotional program. E.g. Strong corporate such as Citi Bank, Sony, and Johnson & Johnson, Tata's , 

etc. carry a positive image. Company's whose brands are new and those who have a negative image  

E.g. Coca Cola and Pepsi, Amul, Cadbury at present need to concentrate on their image and not just 

on the benefits of the products. 

External analysis: The following are included in the external analysis: 

 Consumer behavior analysis  

       Market segmentation and target market 

 Market positioning 

 Competitor and environmental analysis 

 

 

 



 

 

 

The key element of external analysis is the consumer behavior analysis such as  

a) Buying pattern.  

b) Decision making process  

c) Factors influencing their purchase decision  

d) Customers perception and attitudes,  

e) Life styles and  

f) Criteria for making purchase decisions. 

 

Competitor analysis: What is our positioning relative to competitors? Or What key benefits are used 

for positioning by our competitors? Or What message and media strategy a competitor is using? 

Step No.3: Analysis of Communication Process 

There are three aspects in analyzing the communication process a) How does the consumer respond 

to marketing communication b) What stories, message and channel factor should be used to 

communicate with the consumer? Establish communication objectives such as - Should promotion 

create awareness or knowledge about the product or should it create• an image or should it create a 

favorable attitude, preference or purchase intentions? 

Step No.4 Budget Determination: 

It involves a) set a tentative objective for marketing communication, b) allocate tentative budget after 

the communication objective, c) promotional budget is to be decided. Here two basic questions must 

be asked• a) How much the promotional program will cost? B) what percentage of sales revenue 

should be allocated towards the promotional program. This is known as tentative budget. 

Step No.5: Developing Integrated Marketing Communication (IMC). 

 

 

Step No .6: Integrate and Implement Marketing Communication Strategies 

The following are the steps involved in implementation of the IMC: 

Integrate the promotional mix strategies 

 Create the necessary advertisement - both for message and content. 

 Purchase media, time and space 

 Design publicity program 

Design and implement direct marketing program 

Step No.7: Monitor, Evaluate & Integrate Marketing Communication Program: 

The final stage is monitoring the IMC. After implementation of the above program, the feedback, is 

obtained in terms of advertising effectiveness, effect of sales promotion, effect of public relations i.e.; 

perception change etc. 

Explanation: 



 

 

 The total planning of IMC depends upon whether it is being done for the existing product or a new 

product. If it is a new product, every step has to be followed as above. 

 In IMC, it is not always necessary to deploy all the tools. Some products and services 

(high involvement) may require all the tools and some may not require all the tools namely, FMCG 

would heavily depend on advertising, sales promotion and' publicity to influence the consumer". 

Whereas, consumer durables and technological products require personal selling. 

 In fact, most of the customers will normally rely on "words o of mouth" as far as high investment 

products are concerned. This is because, it has got a direct link with the quality / feature / satisfying 

ability of particular product / service to motivate the consumers to form opinion. 

 Budgeting is very vital in IMC program. Normally FMCG companies use percentage of sales 

method, whereas new entrants mainly depend on objective method to spend on media till they 

achieve the targeted sales. However, it is difficult to correlate the effect of advertising on sales 

because advertising is a long term investment. 

 Media is very important in marketing communication about a product or service. 

 

Q-8- Discuss the Economic, Social & Ethical Implications of Advertising 

Ans-8- One of the most common reasons for criticisms of advertising is that, it does not promote the 

society's well being. The following are some of the criticisms against advertising from social and 

ethical point of view. 

Ethics: - It is a moral code of conduct of an Individual or group. 

There are restrictions to the fact what is permissible in advertising. E.g. Cigarette Advertisement is 

considered unethical since it is injurious to health so also Alcohol.. 

1) Advertising is Untruth or Deceptive: One of the major complaints is that, many ads are misleading 

and untruthful and therefore deceives the consumer. The advertiser must have sufficient back up for 

making a claim about the product performance and he is required to produce evidence to support his 

claims. Eg. HLL claims that its shampoo clinic all clear has ZPTO technology but it fails to provide 

evidence, in the same line Liril also advertised that, it has Lemon contents but lacks in reality. 

2) Sometimes the advertisers fail to award prizes promoted in a contest associated with advertising. 

There are instances of participant going to Consumer Court. 

1. Most advertisers do not design their message, with an intention to award the prizes. These 

practices are unethical and the company will lose its reputation and risk of them getting prosecuted in 

the court. This will also tarnish the brand image of the company and the companies are likely to lose 

the hard won customer trust and confidence. 

2. Most of these unethical practices observed in advertising are through telemarketing or mail order. 



 

 

3. The most important criticism of advertisement is that, advertisers usually present only information 

which is favorable to their position and do not always tell the customer the whole truth about the 

product or services. 

 

Q-9- How does the  advertisers defend their position against above criticism ? 

Ans-9-.  

1) Advertisement is only informative in nature, and should not be taken word to word. Advertisers 

also argue that, they have the right to present the most favorable case for their products and services 

and should not be restricted to just be objective and provide verifiable information. The advertisers 

feel that, it is the prerogative of the consumers to get convinced or otherwise against advertisements. 

2) The advertisers also feel that there are enough protection to the Consumer through Courts and 

governmental body which protects the consumer against any misleading advertisement by the 

manufacturer. 

It is also contended that advertisements has harmful effects on society. Eg. Bad habits, stereo type 
culture, sex, nudity etc. All these are considered under taste and appeal. 

 Taste: Sometimes, it is observed that advertisement is done in bad taste. The sense of bad taste are 

as follows: 

i. Comparison: Advertisements should not be compared with its products and services with others 

without having sufficient back up. 

ii. Guarantee and warranty: The guarantee and warranty should be explicit with sufficient information 

be given. The terms and conditions of such warranty and guarantee shall be clearly disclosed  

Price claims: Advertisements should not mislead by announcing saving claims which does not exist. 

E.g. "Brand X petrol gives more economy. More economy means what? The claim has no defense. 

The type of advertisement can be misleading. 

Taste and decency: In order to promote a product public decency should not be sacrificed by the 

advertisers. 

Effect on children: Advertisement makes a great impact on children who are very susceptible to 

deceptive advertisement since they lack knowledge. They are unable to assess the advantages and 

disadvantages of the product. Many advertisers use the innocence of children to create impression for 

new products. On account of this children trouble their parents to purchase those articles irrespective 

of its value and utility. 

Confuse the people: Advertising creates confusion in the minds of the people. This confusion can 

occur because of the claims made in the advertisement or because of repetitive advertisements which 

can change the opinions of the individuals. Sometimes, emotional advertising brings, irrationality in 

individuals and forces him to go in for products and services E.g. I Let us consider an example of 

emotional application of a "After shave lotion". The audience.  Will be highly Impressed with the 



 

 

antiseptic nature of a particular brand of after shave lotion. This information is quite rational. But 

advertiser will not stop at this. He will claim that this after shave lotion is "a hit with girls" When the 

advertisers do this, he is trying to enter the emotional domain of the viewer. E.g. 2 It is informative to 

tell an audience that he will lose several kilograms instantly. The methodology to be adopted for 

weight reduction will be known only after the participant registers himself with the weight reduction 

clinic. To the surprise of a participant, he will find the dieting is necessary for weight reduction. But 

advertising does not convey this message and hence 'such messages are misleading. 

Habits: Advertisement may inculcate bad habits among the viewers. E.g. Advertising for products 

disguised People may tend to buy products which are not desirable. Sometimes, advertisement 

exploits the sentiment of "status symbol". This unnecessarily creates a desire for satisfaction and ego 

of the individual. Status striving people are often motivated by advertisement and this amounts to 

conscious attempt by the advertiser to resort to unethical practices. In India, since there is a new class 

of corporate employees this type of advertisement is becoming increasingly common. The upper class 

of the society would like to distinguish themselves from other class and advertisement acts as a 

motivator towards the same. The passion to reach higher status is stimulated by advertising. 

Uniformity and conformity: Uniformity and conformity refer to the people's desire to buy products, 

similar to those purchases by their relatives and friends. People who want to buy at least similar 

products. This desire is exploited  by advertisers and they try to persuade consumers to purchase at 

least those commodities which are being purchased by their neighbors. The manufacturers of  

"ONIDA" TV set have exploited this sentiment by advertising "some people are jealous of their 

success and they show this jealousy by breaking of ONIDA TV set. 

Forceful selling: Advertising leads to forceful selling by exploiting the sentiments of the customer. 

Advertisement induces the prospective buyer to buy the products. There is no physical force exerted 

on consumer to buy things but psychologically people fall into cheap trap for advertising. Ultimately 

the consumers land up with buying things which they don't really need. Fug. A middle class man with 

a middle income is attracted in purchasing a car, even though he is unable to maintain it. E.g. "For Rs. 

1,400 - per month only, you own a car" will move the consumer who gets a salary of Rs. I - p.m. 

which means that he should realize that it is impossible to maintain a car with that kind of an income. 

Inferior quality: Many times worthless products 'are' sold under heavy advertising. By supplying this 

type of products, the customer does not derive any value. Ego There are tyres with one year warranty 

and there are tyres with mils warranty. The first one is inferior to the second one and the one year 

warranty tyre might be costing less than 10,000 miles warranty tyre. 

Consumer deficit: People with less purchasing power who cannot afford to buy the articles will also 

try to purchase these articles. In case they are not able to purchase they feel disappointed and 

frustrated. E.g. should advertisers strive to persuade the middle/ lower middle class urbanites to buy 

expensive dress or perfume? Legally the companies are right but are they ethical? Advertisers 

promote various brands and highlight that each product is different. This differentiation induces 

people to buy even though they can ill afford. 

Advertising and stereo-type: Advertising creates stereo-typing of women. This is because 

advertisement generally show women as home makers or mothers or show them as a decorative 



 

 

object etc. Women is often used as a sexual object rather than showing them as decision makers who 

have authoritative roles. It should be realized changing world the numbers of working women have 

who take many decisions in the family and also should realize that there are many single family 

households who will intend the purchases. Therefore the advertiser must depict women in diversity of 

roles rather than using them as an object dolls.  

Advertisement and media: It is often felt that advertising is misusing the media. It is a known fact 

that media heavily depends on advertisement for their revenue. This is evident from the following 

example. Shalimar Coconut Oil puts out some stories in the newspaper emphasizing the use of 

cosmetic oil for customer satisfaction. Small newspapers are attracted to accept such advertisements 

to improve their financial position. There are newspapers in India which carry 2/ 3rds of its space 

devoted to stories and only 1/3 rd for news item. Much unscrupulous advertisement use well 

established newspapers to promote their credibility  

Q-10- Discuss about the Advertisement Regulation by The Government. 

Ans-10- The regulation by the advertiser is the key to deal with various issues in advertising. The 

government regulation would only lead to unnecessary interference. The information and 

Broadcasting Ministry has said that in the law of certain advertisement appearing on the television it 

would take a hard look at "inappropriate" advertisement appearing. This would mean putting the cat 

among the pigeons. Before going any further let us step back a little and take a look at the issue from 

the macro perspective. 

Regulation come easily to the Government. That is what it has been doing for many years. Some 

times substituting the Government's for regulation. The following example will make it clear on the 

Government regulation. 

In 1870, when the first cars appearing on British roads, the knee jerk reaction of the British 

parliament was the best yet required all cars when a man carrying a ready in short day. It did not 

matter though this is negated. And advantage that cars were offering in the first place. This perhaps 

tells us what can happen if Government starts regulating the advertisements. 

Having said this, we should examine whether there is any need to regulate advertising ? 

Let us examine different sectors. Funding Sector can kind of developing whether at the height of the 

stock market boom every industrialist used a standard formula to announce huge red line through 

advertisement and then after creaming the public after hearing from many decided to call it a day. 

Many standard advertising industries who are willing to answer the people took them up the garden 

path. But this criticism is not entirely true because only some companies used advertisement as a 

medium to cheat the public and most of the IPO advertisement were supposed to have cleared by 

SEBI. 

Only after this process the advertising indicted the high rates of the IPO to the investing public. 

The Second case where consumer gets upset concerns "How women are depicted in advertising"? A 

case such as fair and lovely advertisement wherein it shows that "not so fair women can find a 

suitable partner for her life", Also there is a case where the consumer feels that there is a gender bias 



 

 

and depiction of women as sex objects. Sometimes the advertisement viewers may not like the fact 

that TV commercials have dish washing soaps or detergents or edible oils showing women all the 

time rinsing, washing or cooking. Important point here is that advertising agency identified the luxury 

of simply choosing what finally appears on the TV. A large amount of market research is done 

identifying the target group and then focused groups are used to pre test advertising. Only after being 

almost researched to death, do commercials have large advertisers appearing on TV. Finally one 

comes to surrogated advertising. If' the law says that surrogating advertisement is not allowed , then 

the industry should behave responsibly and uphold the law.  When we talk about free trade, one 

must also believe in fair trade. There is absolutely no Justification for surrogated endorsement for 

cocktails and apple juice and soda water. 

Coming back to the regulation, it is felt strongly that the system of commercial expression has 

enunciated in our constitution should be guarded. The minimum the Government gets into the habit 

of acting like a policeman there will be no end to this interference. 

The Government must realize that the advertising industry is probably the only industry in India that 

as proactively set up a find body like "advertising council of India"(ASCI) to promote regulation. 

ASCI consists of consumer activists, retired judges, media owners. It has got a wing called the 

Consumer Complaint Council (CCC). This council invites complaints from the public encouraging 

the people to write, if they feel some advertisements are misleading or offensive. It then screens the 

complaints and then prevail upon the media to rectify the complaints. 

Self-regulation is the real answer to all the issues, a strong, vibrant ASCI should alert public and so 
much more than Governmental control as the saying goes " a man should be upright" and "not 
 

Q-11- Discuss about ASCI & its standard of conduct. 

Ans-11- The Advertising Standards Council of India (ASCI) (1985) has adopted a Code for Self 

Regulation in Advertising. It is a commitment to honest advertising and to fair competition in the 

market-place. It stands for the protection of the legitimate interests of consumers and all concerned. 

With advertising - advertisers, media, advertising agencies and others who help in the creation or 

placement of advertisements. As the Code becomes increasingly accepted and observed proactively, 

three things will begin to happen.  

 Fewer false, misleading claims 

 Fewer unfair advertisements 

 Increasing respectability 

 

STANDARDS OF CONDUCT 

Advertising is an important and legitimate means for the seller to awaken interest in his products. The 

success of advertising depends on public confidence. Hence no practice should be permitted which 

tends to impair this confidence. he standards laid down here should be taken as minimum standards of 



 

 

acceptability which would be liable to be reviewed from tune to tune in relation to the prevailing 

norm of consumers' susceptibilities. 

 

UNIT-2-- 

 

Q-12- Discuss about THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS. 

Ans-12- Communication is defined as passing on the information from one person to another. 

Therefore, in communication, there is a sender and a receiver. Success of communication depends on 

the factors such as a) nature of the message b) interpretation by the receiver c) environment in which 

it is received. The effectiveness of the communication depends on the receiver's perception of the 

source and the medium used to transmit the message. 

   Basic Model of Communication 

The sender or source of the communication is a person or an "'Organization• which wants to share 

information with another person or a group of persons. The source may be an individual say a sales 

person, hired spokesman, celebrity, who appears in the company's advertisements (Example of 

persons involved: celebrities such as Sachin Tendulkar or Visvanathan Anand or Aishwarya Rai). 

Sometimes, there are no persons involved and the corporation itself communicating to the public. 

Second type is Hutch Ad where there are no celebrities. (E.g. of Ad, "Wherever you go, the network 

follows). 

     

 

 

 

 

Because the receiver has a perception of a source;. the communication is influenced by the source. 

Marketer must be very careful to select a communicator. He must be trustworthy and whom the 

receiver thinks is "knowledgeable". The communication process begins with either words or symbols 

or pictures. In case of Airtel's ad, it starts with words followed by pictures. These symbols or words 

represent the message to be delivered to the 'receiver. This process is known as encoding. Sender goal 

is to encode the message in such a way that it will be understood by the receiver. Therefore, the 

words, symbols used by the source must be familiar with the target audience. 

Many symbols have universal meaning such as a Circle with two cigarettes crossing each other 

indicating "No smoking" Airtel's ad "Say Yes, Say No, Say nothing, Say something, inspire, conspire, 

confess, negotiate" etc. All this is sent by the Advertisers to the consumer with a view to speak 

through Airtel network. 



 

 

Message: Message is the information that is to be transmitted. The message may be verbal or non-

verbal, oral or symbolic, E.g. "Where is very little oral message in the Hutch Ad "Network follows 

wherever you go" But it is the boy associated with the advertisement who attracts and fascinates the 

public. The non-verbal communication refers  to gestures and need to be interpreted, Also the Airtel 

Communication is non-verbal. 

Channel: Channel is a method by which communication travels from the source to the receiver. 

There are two channels of communication a) personal channel b) non personal channel. 

De-coding: The receiver is the person with whom the sender shares the information, decoding is a 

process of transforming the sender's message back into thought. This process depends  upon the 

perception of the receiver, receiver’s knowledge about the subject matter. For effective 

communication the message decoding process match with encoding of the sender. Effective 

communication will take place when there is a common ground between the two parties 

Noise: Noise is a interference taking place between the sender and the receiver. Noise are distortion 

in  the television signal, distraction at the point of reception. When you are watching your favorite 

commercial on TV and a problem occurs in the Signal transmission, there will obviously be an 

Interruption in transmission which will reduce the impact of the commercial. 

Noise' may also occur due to improper encoding of the message, such as use of sign and symbol 

which are unfamiliar and has multiple meanings to the receiver. Example of multiple meaning ad is 

"Jockey Underwear', 'Monte Carlo' 

Feedback: Feedback is very important for the marketer because. This tells "How the customer 

received the communication". In personal selling situation, customer may pose questions or raise 

objections or indicate reaction through non-verbal response such as gestures. The sales person has the 

advantage of receiving instant feedback through the customer reaction. But this is not the when media 

is used, because, advertisers are not in direct contact with the customers. They must use other means 

to get the feedback. Examples of feedback are; a) how many times customer visited the retail store 

after the ad b) how many phone calls were received by the organization after inserting the ad c) how 

many have redeemed the coupon given in the newspapers. 

Q-13- Discuss the WILBUR SCHRAMM'S MODEL with the help of a diagram 

Ans-13- In 1954, Wilbur Schramm provided several additional models. The first was essentially an 

elaboration of Shannon's. 

 

 

source 
 

 
 

 

Schramm saw communication as a purposeful effort to establish a commonness between a source and 

receiver, noting that the word communication comes from the Latin communis, which meant 



 

 

common: 

What happens when the source tries to build up this commonness with his intended receiver? First, 

the source encodes his message. That is, he takes the information or feeling he wants to share and 

puts it into a form that can be transmitted. The pictures in our heads can't be transmitted until they are 

coded ... Once coded and sent, a message is quite free of its sender ... And there is good reason ... for 

the sender to wonder whether his receiver will really be in tune with him, whether the message will 

be interpreted without distortion, whether the picture in the head of the receiver will bear any 

resemblance to that in the head of the sender. 

Schramm's second model of communication is, in my opinion, far more aware of the subtleties 

involved. Without a common background and culture, there is little chance for a message to be 

interpreted correctly. He introduced the concept of a field of experience, which he thought to be 

essential in determining whether or not a message would be received at its destination in the manner 

intended by the source. 

The Schramm view of communication was more elaborate than many other developed during this 

period and added new elements in describing the process. In addition to re-emphasizing the elements 

of source, message, and destination, it suggested the importance of the coding and decoding process 

and the role of field experience. 

Q-14- Discuss the Two-Step Flow of Communication Theory 

Ans-14- Introduction 

Man has forever fought against the forces of entropy, working very diligently at creating order 

and meaning, dissecting and perusing until order is achieved. For civilization this has been 

important. It has lent the world many fascinating theories about our surroundings and the effect 

human beings can have. As order driven beings, we seek to stretch and apply knowledge gamed In all 

aspects of life to situations and experiences very different from the origin of the know ledge. It 

through the stretching and manipulating of old thought that new insights are made, and new 

psychological mountains are tackled. It is through this stretching and manipulating of one 

sociopolitical based theory that the field of Advertising has defined some of its capabilities and 

constraints in the area of mass communication. This theory involves the two-step flow- of 

communication. 

Development of the Two-step Flow of Communication theory 

As with most theories now applied to Advertising, the Two-step flow of communication first 

identified in a field somewhat removed from communications-sociology. In 1 948, Paul Lazarsfeld, 

Bernard Berelson, and Hazel Gaudet published The People Choice, a paper analyzing the votersi 

decision-making processes during a 1940 presidential election campaign. The study revealed 

evidence suggesting that the flow of mass communication is less direct than previously supposed. 

Although the ability of mass media to reach a large audience and this case persuade Individuals in 

one direction or another, had been a topic of much research since  the 1920s, it not until the People's 

Choice was published that society really began to understand the dynamics of the media-audience 

relationship. The study that communication from the mass media first reaches ''opinion leaders" who 

filter the Information they gather to their associates with whom they are influential. Previous theories 



 

 

assumed that media directly reached the target of the information. For the theorists  the opinion leader 

theory proved an interesting discovery considering the relationship between media and its target was 

not the focus of the research, but Instead a small aspect of the study 

Lazarsfeld et al suggested that "ideas often flow from radio and print to the opinion leaders and from 

them to the less active sections of the population." People tend to be much more affected in their 

decision making process by face to face encounters with influential peers than by the mass media 

(Lazarsfeld. Menzel. 1963). As described in his 1969 chapter on functional theory, "Media content 

can be a determining Influence.. .. What is rejected any conception that construes media experiences 

as alone sufficient for a 'Aide variety of effects." The other piece in the communication process is the 

opinion leader with which the media Information IS discussed. 

The studies by Lazarsfeld and his associates sparked interest in the exact qualities and characteristics 

that define the opinion leader. Is an opinion leader Influential In all cases, on all topics? Or is the 

Influence of an opinion leader constrained to certain topics? How does an opinion leader come to be 

influential? 

Q-15- Discuss The theory of Cognitive Dissonance 

Ans-15- Cognitive Dissonance Theory, developed by Leon Festinger (1 957), is concerned with the 

relationships among cognitions. A cognition, for the purpose of this theory, may be thought of as a 

piece of knowledge. The knowledge may be about an attitude, an emotion, a behavior, a value, and so 

on. For example, the knowledge that you like the color red is a cognition; the knowledge that you 

caught a touchdown pass is a cognition; the knowledge that the Supreme Court outlawed school 

segregation is a cognition) People hold a multitude of cognitions simultaneously, and these cognitions 

form irrelevant, consonant or dissonant relationships with one another. 

Cognitive Irrelevance probably describes the bulk of the relationships among a person’s cognitions. 

Irrelevance simply means that the two cognitions have nothing to do with each other. Two cognitions 

are consonant if one cognition follows from, or fits with, the other. People like consonance among 

their cognitions. We do not know whether this stems from the nature of the human organism or 

whether it is learned during the process of socialization, but people appear to prefer cognitions that fit 

together to those that do not. It is this simple observation that gives the theory of cognitive dissonance 

its interesting form.  

Two cognitions are said to be dissonant if one cognition follows from the opposite of another. What 

happens to people when they discover dissonant cognitions? The answer to this question forms the 

basic postulate of Festingers theory. A person who has dissonant or discrepant cognitions is said to be 

in a state of psychological dissonance, which is experienced as unpleasant psychological tension. This 

tension state has drive like properties that are much like those of hunger and thirst. When a person has 

been deprived of food for several hours, he/she experiences unpleasant tension and is driven to reduce 

the unpleasant tension state that results. Reducing the psychological sate of dissonance is not as 

simple as eating or drinking however. 



 

 

To understand the alternatives open to an individual in a state of dissonance, we must first understand 

the factors that affect the magnitude of dissonance arousal. First, in its simplest form, dissonance 

increases as the degree of discrepancy among cognitions increases. Second, dissonance increases as 

the number of discrepant cognitions increases. Third, dissonance is inversely proportional to the 

number of consonant cognitions held by an individual. Fourth, the relative weights given to the 

consonant and dissonant cognitions may be adjusted by their importance in the mind of the 

individual. 

If dissonance is experienced as an unpleasant drive state, the individual is motivated to reduce it. 

Now that the factors that affect the magnitude of this unpleasantness have been identified, it should 

be possible to predict what we can do to reduce it: 

Changing Cognitions: If two cognitions are discrepant, we can simply change one to make 

consistent with the other. Or we can change each cognition in the direction of the other. 

 

Adding Cognitions: If two cognitions cause a certain magnitude of dissonance, that magnitude can 

be reduced by adding one or more consonant cognitions. 

 

Altering importance: Since the discrepant and consonant cognitions must be weighed by 

importance, it may be—advantageous to alter the importance of the various cognitions. 

 

Q-16- Discuss the CLUES FOR ADVERTISING STRATEGIST 

Ans-16- Stimulation of Primary and Selective Demand  

Primary demand advertising is designed to stimulate demand for the general product class or entire 

industry. Selective demand for specific company, brands. Most advertising for products and services 

is concerned stimulating selective demand and emphasizes reasons for purchasing a particular brand. 

An advertiser might concentrate on stimulating primary demand when, for example its brand 

dominates a market and will benefit the most from overall market growth. Primary demand 

advertising is often used as part of a promotional strategy to help a new product concept as much as 

to sell a particular brand. Industry trade association also try to stimulate primary demand for their 

members for the products like-  cotton, milk orange juice, pork and beef. 

Q-17- Discuss the DAGMAR approach fir setting advertising objectives 

Ans-17-  DAGMAR stands for “Defining Advertising Goals for Measured Advertising Results”. 

Firstly, Dagmar emphasizes on communication task as opposed to marketing task. It is used for 

setting advertising goals and objectives. This communication task is based on hierarchical model of 

communication. The four stages of commercial communication is as follows: 

Awareness: Make the consumer aware of the existence of a brand -- "I Know it". 

Interest: Give an understanding of "What the product will do to the consumer" "I know what need it 

satisfies". 

Desire: Developing the consumer liking to buy the product — "I will buy it"  



 

 

Action: Getting the customer to purchase a product — "I have purchased it". 

Some of the words used to stimulate the audience are as follows: 

l. Gift with purchases 

2. Order now 

3. Be the first to qualify 

4. Act now 

5. It is free 

The above is called hierarchy of effect model. The communication task must be very specific. That 

means the ad objective must be very specific such as: "Are the air fares rational". The answer to this 

type of question can be got by asking the air travelers who would have seen the Ad The above 

communication model can be used to analyze the effectiveness of communication. 

The second contribution of Dagmar is that the specific advertising objective should be measurable 

which means that the following should be done to measure the communication effectiveness. 

1. Specify the target audience. 

2. Indicate the benchmark-reference points 

3. Mention the degree of changes sought in consumers behavior / attitude 

4. Specify a time period to accomplish the objective 

5. Indicate measurement procedure with respect to communication effectiveness.  

 

1) Specify the target audience: Target audience may be chosen based upon geography, demography 

or psychography  E.g. Target audience for diet coke is elderly people. For Sony disc man — the 

target audience are teenagers. 

 

2) Indicate the benchmark: Also target audience should be fixed as follows. Ct11Tently the 

awareness level of the above product is say 20% and we wish to crease it to 70% for the above target 

group. Benchmark, refers to the reference point (starting point) i.e., the target audience's present 

status with regard to awareness, knowledge, intentions, need to be known before the advertising 

campaigns. Determining the target market's present position with regard to the above stages requires 

benchmarking. Without benchmarking, the advertisers would not know 'which attribute in the 

consumer buying behavior need to be changed". For an existing product or service, It is necessary for 

the market researcher to conduct a study to determine the existing levels of attributes in the response 

hierarchy model. In case of new product, the starting condition is zero for all variables and therefore 

no initial research is needed. 

 



 

 

3) Mention the degree of changes sought: Benchmarking helps the promotional planner to determine 

what communications task has to be accomplished with respect to the objective set". For Fug. A 

preliminary market study may show that awareness among the consumer is high but perceptions and 

attitudes are negative. Therefore, the objective of the advertising campaign to change the target 

audience's perceptions and attitudes towards the brand. Benchmarking becomes important on account 

of the following reasons. Suppose, an advertisement campaign was conducted and the result was that 

90% awareness level for a brand among target audience was reached. This cannot be called effective 

unless one knows "what percentage of consumers were aware of the brand before the campaign 

began". 

4) Specify a time period to accomplish the objective: The final consideration for setting advertising 

objective is to specify the time period in which they must be accomplished. Time period can range 

from a few months to a year. For E.g. Awareness level will be created towards a brand only when 

repetitive advertisement is made. This means, the time taken may range from couple of months to a 

year. 

5) Indicate the measurement procedure: The Dagmar approach must also indicate the measuring 

procedure for the attribute under consideration. E.g. If the brand comprehension is required on high 

protein cereal, then the Manager must decide to promote the protein content in the cereal through the 

advertisement. However, merely mentioning its protein content is inadequate because this is open to 

different interpretation. The Manager must make sure, which one of the following theme does this 

advertisement convey. 

I ) "It is a food supplement for the people who are sick" or 2) This food supplement has more protein 

than all other food supplements available in the market. 

If the survey includes a question "Rank the following cereals with respect to protein content", then 

brand comprehension can be quantified as a percentage, who rated it as first. 

Criticism of Dagmar  

Problem with response hierarchy: The major criticism of Dagmar is its reliance on the hierarchy of 

effect model. It assumes that, the consumer always goes through the various stages such as  

awareness, knowledge, liking, preference, conviction, and purchase. This is not always true, since the 

consumer might skip some of the steps before reaching at the final decision. 

 

Sales objective: Another objection to Dagmar comes from those who argue that the only relevant 

measure of advertising objective is sales. In Dagmar, it is not sales, but communication effectiveness, 

is being emphasized. 

Practicality and cost: Another criticism of Dagmar is the difficulty involved in implementing it. Lot 

of money has to be spent in research to establish benchmark in the response hierarchy. This is costly 

& time consuming. Large companies with big advertisement budget can do this, and smaller 

companies Can ill-afford this 

Inhibition of creativity: Final criticism of Dagmar is that it acts against the creativity in the people 



 

 

who could otherwise generate better ad messages.  

 

 Summary of Advertising Goals and Ultimate Measured Results 
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Q-18- What do you mean by defining Advertising Goals? 

Ans-18- In any managerial Job there are 4 broad functions to be fulfilled 

 l) Planning 2) organizing 3) Executing 4) Measuring.  

Step number one is to plan i.e., "define the objective". Final step is measure the objective. 

l.    Advertising goals / objectives will express the results expected from advertising. 

2.  These goals must be in writing and measurable. 

3. There must be a benchmark against which progess is measured. 

4. Analysis is made regarding the success of advertisement. 

The result expected from advertising must be separated out of total marketing mix. Sometimes there 

is a confusion as to what does advertising achieve. If this is not clear, then goals cannot be defined. 

Therefore what is the Job of advertising in the total marketing job? The purpose of advertising is to 

perform certain parts of communicating Job with greater economy, speed and volume. 

Advertising Job is to simply communicate information to the defined audience, which stimulates 

action. Advertising succeeds or fails depending on how well it communicates the desired information 

to the right people at the right time. 

Advertising Mix- 7M approach may be followed for defining advertising goals. 

1) Merchandise: What product / service benefits we need to sell? 

2) Markets: Who are the people, whom we want to reach ? or who buys ? 

3) Motives: What is the reason for the customer to buy the product? Why do they buy? 



 

 

4) Messages: What key idea or information we want to convey? 

5) Media: How do we reach our audience ? Which one to choose? 

6) Measurement: How do we measure the result of advertisement? 

7) Money: How much to allocate? 

What the Advertiser Need to Know 

1)  Merchandise Details: 

a)  What are the various things we need to know about the product and services that we want to 

market. How do we define goals with respect to this? 

b) Is there one benefit that we need to stress? 

            c) Are there any other benefits wanted by certain specific segments ? 

          d) Other than the products, should we convey about package, service, availability, reputation 

etc. 

        e) Are there any benefits which arc competitive directly or indirectly. 

It will be of great help if history of product, its Uses, and advantages over the competitor is known 

2) Market details ( who buys ): 

a) Who constitutes the potential market? 

b) Characteristics of the group to whom communication is addressed E.g. Age, geographical location 

sex etc.  

c) Consumption habits — frequency of use quantity consumed etc, 

d) Who influenced buying — adult, women, men, children etc. 

e) Who will be the new user of this product? 

3) Motive details: 

a)    What motivates people to buy ? 

b)    What demotivates them from not buying our product? 

     c)  What needs to be known about motives, habits, characteristics of the people? If the product is 

industrial goods, then application of the product, specification of the product should be 

known. 

d) If it is a Industrial product, the following should be known in addition to the above 

i) Physical aspect of the product. 

ii) Is service a major criteria? 



 

 

4). Message details: What is to be communicated, so that customer views the product / favorably. E.g. 

Assume that a hotel is marketing itself, with the message "Friendly and efficient service". If a 

research is instituted, it may show that, hotel rooms are not tidy, personal not so courteous, 

surrounding not salubrious, under these circumstances the above message will be a wasted effort. It is 

better to find out facts through research, and then decide about the message. Suppose research finding 

shows, cleanliness, courtesy and price are 3 important factor. Then these factors should be used in 

the message. 

5) Media details: The media must be given defined goals. Then they can suggest the alternate course 

of action) Workout cost of alternate media. 

6) Measuring Results: Measuring results refers to systematic evaluation of the degree to which     the 
advertising succeeded in accomplishing predetermined goals. Some of the tools/ 

      techniques used are (J ) Audience research (2) Media research (3) Copy research. 

7) Money. This deals with budget allocation for various medias through which ad message will be 

sent 

Audience research 

This includes survey of number of people who saw and read advertisement in the print media and the 

number of viewers or listeners of television and radio program. 

 

Media research – In this method, characteristics of audience reached by a particular media is 

analyzed 

Copy research 

Reactions of audience is sought.  

The above three enable an advertiser to select advertising messages. The main purpose of an is 

advertisement is to bring about changes in attitude and behaviors of the people with respect to a 

product purchase. 

Finally we can say that the purpose of exposure to advertisement is to 

a) Increase awareness 

b) Increase comprehension- Leads to purchase of the product. 

c) Increase conviction 

 

 

 

 

Q-19- Discuss about the ADVERTISING OBJECTIVES. 

Ans-19- Establishment of advertising objectives serves several purpose for an organization when the 

firm's objectives are formalized, they can be provided to all levels in the organization. This can be 

used as a basis for decision making. 



 

 

Goals and objectives are used simultaneously. Objectives are broader in nature, goals are specific. 

Advertising objective should not be treated in isolation. They must form a broader part of company’s 

objective Example: organizational objective is to increase the bottom line by 10%. Marketing 

objective is to increase market share by 25%. Advertising objectives is to communicate the message 

to 80% of target group. 

Some may say that, it would be appropriate to define advertising objective in terms of sales, since 

advertising effect is more direct and easier to correlate with sales. Example ; Retailers They may find 

it appropriate to state advertising objective, in terms of sales since advertising effect is more direct. 

They argue that the ultimate purpose of advertising is to increase the sales. However others feel that 

using sales objective in advertisement is not appropriate. Example : this is particularly true of 

companies who have intermediaries to sell. This is because, advertising is only one part of promotion 

mix which intern is a part of marketing mix. Therefore, it can be concluded that, advertising is not the 

only variable to influence purchase. Consumer's decision to purchase is defected by many factors 

such as price, quality, availability. There is yet another reason for not interlinking advertising and 

sales. This is because advertising has lagged effect. The results of advertisement can be seen after a 

long gap. Immediate sales do not reflect the result of advertising. Also lagged effect of advertisement 

is difficult to estimate. 

 

In order to generate more sales, through advertising the following steps are to be taken by advertisers. 

1) Advertisement must focus on prime business areas. 

2) Advertisement should attempt to increase the number of customers. 

3) Advertisement should increase the rate of usage by existing customers. 

4) Convert non user into user. 

5) Advertisement should support other elements of marketing mix. 

Increasing no. of customers. Advertising helps in increasing the no of customers by turning the non 

user of the product into user. Also attract the users of competitor's product. Try to develop loyalty 

among current users of the product. 

Increase total demand: Advertising campaigns will attempt to increase the total demand for a product. 

Advertising may also be designed to arrest the sliding of primary demand. Example :- If people 

reduce consumption of soft drink such as coca-cola, the advertisement may emphasize the 

introduction of diet coke which has lesser calories to sustain the market share of coke. 

 

Attracting non users: Advertising may have an objective of attracting non user in an effort increase 

the number of customers. Example: Low cost airlines in India advertise to make non flier into fliers. 

Present Switching:  Company can achieve sales increase by creating brand loyalty or discourage 

brand switching. One method for generating increased loyalty towards a product is to remind the 

customer of his relationship with the past. 

Example: An ad for Ayurvedic Soap says it "Keep up your family tradition". This implies that for 

generation together this soap is used. Advertising may also create brand loyalty by reinforcing a 



 

 

positive purchase experience or help to avoid negative experience. Most of the advertisement ' is 

meant to create repeat purchase by projecting the uniqueness of the product, 

Example: 'The complete man" by Raymond’s. Here the advertisers implied meaning is that "If you      

want to be a complete may use Raymond 

Generate interest in a product which has reached maturity product reach maturity stage: One of the 

purposes of advertising is to revitalize the product which is in the maturity stage. Example : Radio 

stations. Advertisement is appearing in print media with respect to various radio stations. 

  

Approach former users: The company may find that former users no longer wanting its product. 

Example: Coca-Cola and Pepsi. Many discontinued due to pesticide level in the water used. 

Subsequent advertisement appealed to public that use of Soft drink is safe and all those who 

discontinued one are requested to revisit the product. Blood banks generally approach 

former users 

   Wooing Customers of Competitors Brand 

Some advertising implies that the advertised product is superior to the competitors product. This type 

of advertisement can be called as comparative ad where the product advantage of the product 

advertised and competitor products disadvantage appears side by side. This can be been in auto and 

consumer electronic, detergents etc. 

Increasing the usage: Acompany might advertise to increase usage rate. This can be 

achieved by increasing the frequency of use. The ad also might suggest the benefit of increased usage. 

Example — Toothpaste ad "Brushing teeth twice is better than once" "Two mouth wash is better than 

one — Listerine ad "Don't wait until your brush is soft before you buy new one".  

Market Mix Objective: Whenever  a company wants to do product modification, in the form of new 

package an advertisement is released. A "teaser" ad is prepared. This is to attract attention of the 

customer and create curiosity. This is done prior to new product introduction. 

Advertising supports personal selling. Advertisement creates familiarity of the product, before 

salesman makes first contact with customer. Advertising is used to encourage retailer to carry a 

product and provide reseller product. This is to create awareness of the product with reseller.)  

Communication Objectives: Advertisings Job is to simply communicate to a defined set of audience, 

prepare them with a frame of mind that stimulates for an action. This technique is known as 

DAGMAR approach. This is based on hierarchy of effects model. This model suggests that, there is a 

predictive relationship between changes in a person's knowledge and his/her attitude about a 

product/service. 

Positioning as an Objective: Positioning is very important in advertising. Campaign positioning refers 

to "How consumer perceives a product or service A product may be positioned to set it apart from all 

competitors. One way of doing this is to develop unique qualities for its product 



 

 

 

Example: Britannia positioned its biscuits as not just a snack but a nutrient. A second way to set a 

product apart is to claim something about product that no one else has claimed before. Example - 

Detergent which is enzyme based or cucumber extract etc. Positioning can also be done by showing 

differentiation A product can be positioned as serving the needs of a specific target group. Example 

Maruti Car for a middle class family. 

Repositioning as an Objective: Advertising can be used for repositioning. Repositioning is useful 

when a product is in a declining market or having a unsatisfactory image. 

 

 

 

  Q-20- What do you mean by Determination of Target Audience? 

   Ans-20- Advertising requires determination of target audience. Target audience may be the people 

who can be reached with a certain advertising medium and message. Target market is equivalent to 

target audience. For example baby soaps target audience includes doctors and mothers. 

Target audience may be determined based on various factors namely 

 Demographic factors 

 Psychographic factors 

 Cultural factors 

 Geographic factors 

 Behavioral factors 

 Socio economic factors 

 

Target audience strategies are 

 Undifferentiated targeting: company use this strategy generally adopts mass marketing 

strategy. 

 Concentrate targeting: company selects one segment to serve and specializes in single 

market 

       Multi market targeting: company serves two or more markets and provides different  products 

to each group. 

 

Q-21- What is Message? 

Ans-21- Message factor can be studied under five categories: 

a) Order of presentation 

b) Conclusion drawing 

c) Message sidedness 



 

 

d) Refutation 

e) Verbal v/s visual message 

a) Order of presentation: Should the most important message point be placed at the beginning of the 

message, or in the middle, or in the end. Research shows that, the memory is better if important 

message is placed in the beginning or in the end and not in the middle. Presenting the important 

message gives rise to primacy effect whereby the customer thinks that this is the most important 

among the message content. Putting a strong point in the end is known as recency effect whereby the 

last argument presented is the most effective. E.g.. I  "Seven Up - The Uncola" This differentiates 

Seven up from coke from other cola drinks- recency effect. E.g. 2 Onida - "The green eyed devil" - 

primacy effect. 

 

b) Conclusion drawing: Marketing communicators must decide whether their message should 

explicitly draw a firm conclusion or allow the audience to draw their own conclusions. Research 

suggests that, in general, the messages with explicit conclusion are .more easily understood. 

However, other studies have shown that the effectiveness of the conclusion, drawing, may depend on 

the target audience, type of topic 1) Colgate is a cavity fighter. 2) The tooth paste with salt 

Most highly educated people prefer to draw their own conclusions and they may be annoyed if an 

advertiser makes an attempt to draw conclusions. But stating the conclusion, may be necessary for 

less educated audience, who may not, draw any conclusion or may make incorrect conclusion. 

Therefore, marketer must consider the audience level involvement. Recent study shows that open 

ended ads are more effective than closed ended ads. E.g.. of closed ended ad "Washes the cloths as 

white as milk". E.g. of open ended ad - ' We can provide you a detergent that you are looking for". 

c) Message sidedness: Message could be one sided or two sided. One sided message mentions the 

positive attributes of the product. A two sided messages presents both good and bad points. One sided 

message is good when target audience holds a favorable opinion about the product. They also work 

better with less educated public Two sided messages are more effective when target audience is 

highly educated. Two sided message enhances the credibility of the source. Most ads in real life are 

one sided. E.g. of one sided message "This mouth wash frees you from germs". of two sided message 

- " This mouth wash frees you from germs but the use of which too often is not desirable" 

Refutation: This is a special type of two sided advertisement. This happens mostly in comparative 

type of advertisement where a competitor’s claim is acknowledged and then - refuted so that 

customer can build resistant attitude towards competitor’s products. In this type of advertisement both 

sides of the issue are presented. E.g. A two Wheeler Company claims that their two wheeler gives 60 

kmpl.  

A competitor acknowledges this and adds that, this mileage is only on a traffic free highway. 

Verbal v/s visual messages: Visual messages are more effective than verbal messages. This is because 

verbal information is low in imaginary value and use of pictures makes the ad more effective. 



 

 

 

Q-22- What is the concept of DEVELOPING A MESSAGE STRATEGY? 

Ans- 22- Message strategy tells us what the advertising is expected to communicate but it does not 

tell how the message is to be delivered. There are 2 aspects before any advertisement is presented 

 l) Message design — This deals with what to say  

2) Message Development — How to say 

 Prerequisite for Message Strategy 

1) Message strategy should state clearly the message 

2) Who is targeted, and what attributes are to be communicated 

3) Message strategy should be consistent with marketing plan. 

4) Message strategy should be co-ordinated with budgeting strategies. 

5) Strategy should provide a guideline for developing an ad message. 

Creative Objective: If some one has to judge whether the advertisement is good or bad, its objective 

should be known with respect to the objective, one has to judge, whether the advertisement achieved 

its purpose or not. Therefore the planner should give clear objective to copywriter to enable 

him to produce a good ad  There are various types of advertising objective. They are a) 

Short range objective b) Long range objective c) General campaign objective d) Specific advertising 

objective. Short range objective is sales. In long term many other factor, other than advertising 

influences sales. Marketing objectives may be many. If too many marketing objectives are included 

into advertising which lasts for about 30 seconds consumer will be confused. Therefore it would be 

advisable to consider their hierarchy of objectives and select the one which is most important from 

the customer point of view. E.g. Only product differentiation may be conveyed or only brand name 

will be conveyed. 

The main objective of most message is to create awareness of brand name. Planners should decide 

what awareness they hope to achieve in a single or series of messages with the target market. The 

planners should also know, what they want the market to be aware of. 

Awareness is relative. All those who are exposed to the message may not be aware to the same 

extent, very few advertisements are designed to create awareness to everybody. Normally it is 

directed towards particular audience. People look at communication from 2 perspective (l ) Easy to 

notice (2) There is some promise in the communication. In broadcast media sound or motion or both 

make one to notice. Most advertisement achieves some level of awareness with most audience. 

Planner may have to be very creative to create awareness in the target group. E.g. Assume that a 

Jewellery item and a TV is advertised in the same magazine. Luxury item Jewellery will attract more 

attention than TV, all other things remaining same. The job of copywriter will be to make TV 

advertisement as interesting as Jewellery. 

Comprehension: Comprehension depends on the information that the audience  seek. This seeking 

information depends on psychological needs and also by the stimulus created by advertising, If a 

customer is interested in the product, he will be receptive to the information. If a customer perceives 

risk in buying the product or feels that there is inconsistency between their attitude towards it and 



 

 

their friends attitude, they are likely to seek more information and make a strong effort to 

comprehend it. 

Conviction: You can have a headline which jolts you, followed by informative copy to build 

conviction through services of Ad E.g. If you die out of Hepatitis B, it’s your own fault. Followed by, 

it advice how to cope with it say- vaccination. This type of ad will build conviction in the readers 

mind. 

Action: No advertisement can force anyone to buy. Therefore the key question is, will this 

advertisement make people to buy. However, we know that, the buying decision is not solely 

dependent on advertising alone. It depends on many marketing factors. The desire to buy a product 

after reading the advertisement stems form 2 factors 

(l)     Consumer feels the claim made in the advertisement is true . Product or services stated in the 

advertisement will satisfy his needs. Advertisement that do not conclude with an actions closing, tend 

to draw less attention on the part of the customer. E.g. l) To hear our sound 'with your own ears, visit 

the Philips dealer the closing line tells the readers to act. 

(2)    Send today for your trial subscription your money will be refunded if you are not entirely 

satisfied. How again the advertiser is looking forward for a closing action. 

Q-23-What are the different types of message strategies? Discuss 

Ans-23-  

1) Generic message — straight product benefit conveyed no claim of superiority 

2) Pre emptive — Product superiority claim in addition to generic claim 

3) Unique selling proposition — Superiority claim based on unique physical feature 

4) Brand image —- Differentiation emphasis 

5) Positioning — To build a mental map of product and services 

6) Affective -- Emotion, humor etc. 

Generic Message: In this type of advertisement no product superiority is claimed. Product benefit is 

told to the customer. This is often used by dominant brand in the product class. This type of appeal 

merely asks potential customers to use the product. If the brand truly dominates, it will gain most of 

the sales in the product category. E.g. Tide is in, Dirt is out. 

Preemptive Message: This is a strategy used in categories with very little product differentiation and 

in new product categories. This is a strategy in which, the Advertiser of the product could have 

claimed some benefit in the product but he did not claim the same. 

Unique selling proposition: Differentiation in product and services are very important. This 

criteria is used in determining how to advertise a product, If the product differentiation is more, the 

advertiser will find it easy to advertise, unique selling proposition can be divided into 3 parts. 

Example:  



 

 

a) Buy this product, you will get this specific benefit. Buy two, for the price of one. Here quantity is 

stressed. 

b)  Buy this product, which a competitors cannot or does not offer. It is unique to the brand. E.g. 

"Picture quality of Sony TV, unmatchable" Here sharpness of picture quality is emphasized. 

c) “Pull new customer to use product". 

 Most Message as above should try to convey one issue, so it is essential to determine the single 

overriding benefit of the brand. The benefit must be explained in terms of its value to the customer, 

product may have attributes but people buy benefits. Benefits may be tangible or intangible. The 

former can be described through rational informative message. E.g. Tangible automobile benefit 

include full economy, size, legroom etc. Intangibles are status symbol affluence for an automobile. 

Brand Image Creation:  Brand image should express the products physical characteristics. A 

persons buying behavior depends partly on one’s self-image. If we can find out what people see, 

when they look in the product mirror, we can find clues to advertising. Researchers have suggested 5 

different concepts of self-image. 

 I. The real self 

2. The ideal self 

3. The self-image 

4. The apparent self 

5. The reference group image. 

The real self is made up of a person’s basic physical and emotional traits. The deal self is what a 

person would like to be. The self image is, how persons see themselves a combination of real and 

ideal. The apparent self is the way outsiders see the persons, and the reference group image is how the 

person thinks outsider looks at him or her.) 

Positioning in Message Strategy:  For every product or brand, takes on a personality through which 

people visualize it, remember it or describe it to other people. This personality is the total impression 

of what people know about an object and is called image. This is the vision that comes into the head. 

E.g. Tendulkar — MRF. Positioning is often confused with image, but it is actually a broader 

concept. Positioning is the way you would like your product to be perceived by your customers you 

must send advertising message in such a way that the customer see your products, and accept it. It 

also means how he perceives your product in relations to competitors. 

There are 6 different strategies that should be considered in developing appropriate positioning.  

a) Positioning by Attributes: The most common way to position is to stress upon the attribute or 

benefit it offers. This can be done by developing a message on benefit, which others have ignored or 

combine 2 or more benefit that can be combined and communicated. E.g. Automobiles which is eco 

friendly and highly economical. 



 

 

b) Positioning by price: If the product is not well differentiated, from that of competitor, and if the 

target market is served by others, a competitive pricing for positing would be very appropriate. 

Similarly if the product serves special needs of the customer, and is highly differentiated, premium 

pricing strategy will be appropriate for positioning. However in each case as above "value" must be 

conveyed in addition to price/quality relationship. E.g. Good shoes at great prices 

c) Position with respect to use or application: Positioning can be done on the basis of usage 

occasion. E.g. “ Two mouth wash is better than one” 

d) Positioning by the product user: User can be segmented in many ways. Previously M/S Johnson 

and Johnson at one time positioned its products like shampoo, powder towards baby usage but gained 

a large increase in sales when it was repositioned towards adults. They achieved this without losing 

the market. 

e) Positioning with respect to product class: Instead of relating to another brand, a brand can 

position itself against another product class. This happens when there is a substitutability. E.g. Low 

cost airlines like King Fisher, Air Deccan, Spice Jet advertise and position themselves as cheaper than 

A/C class train on certain routes. 

f) Positioning with respect to a competitor: In this method, firms brand relative to advertisers 

brand is emphasized with new product, competitive positioning is often used as a way to distinguish 

the new brand as unique. Competitive positioning is also useful in well established product categories 

with a crowded competitive field. Here the goal is to precisely define what your brand can do. E.g. 

Cell phone with multiple features. 

Affective: This is an attempt to get involvement or emotions through ambiguity humor etc. Emotion 

is a powerful tool for persuasion. 

Emotion is a state of arousal. Anger, Sadness, Pride are all qualities of arousal. Emotions are 

triggered by stimuli. E.g. A sad story/Film causing sadness. 

For Advertisers three important issues about emotions are important a) How does emotions work 

b) How to arouse emotions c) Which particular emotions to arouse. 

Q-24- Discuss about EMOTIONS IN ADVERTISING 

Ans-24- The advertiser uses a stimuli in the form of music, pictures, sequence of events etc. These 

stimuli arouses emotions. The emotions persuades the audience to act in any one of the following 

mode 

l) Implicit 2) Explicit 3) Associative.  

Advantages of Emotions 

1) Emotion arousing stimuli such as pictures and music  are easier to recall.   

2) Emotions remains in the memory for a long time 

3) Behavioral change is more immediate than logic. 



 

 

4) Advertisement with emotion is generally more interesting 

5) Ad with emotion requires less effort on the part of audience. There is no need to follow the 

argument put forth in the ad Disadvantages 

1)  Story with Emotion requires more time than a message conveyed with logic 

2)  Emotion may overshadow the central message 

3) Negative Emotions may be so unpleasant that viewers may reject the message. Eg. An ad showing 

extreme family suffering caused by alcoholic may prompt some alcoholics to deny that it applies to 

them and hence reject the message. 

Q-25- How Emotions can be used as tools? 

Ans-25- Products can be classified into either feeling or thinking. Feeling products are those which 

are evaluated based on personal preference, on which 2 or more individuals differ. E.g. Taste of a 

food, painting of a house, cloth design, style etc. Thinking products such as washing machine, 

refrigerators are purchased on reason on which consumers are likely to agree. The reasons for 

purchase could be performance, reliability, quality etc. Emotional appeals are preferable for feeling 

products, especially if people are thinking products. Even for these products, emotional appeal could 

be quite effective. E.g. Ads for cameras, airlines, often resort to emotional appeal. 

Q-26- What are the method for arousing emotion? 

Ans-26- There are 5 methods of arousing emotions. The advertisers can use any one of them 

a) Drama 

b) Story 

c) Demonstration 

d) Humor 

e) Music 

  Drama 

 A drama involves an interaction of one or more characters around some plot with a minimum 

narration. Characters will be similar those experienced by the audience. Plot is the sequence of 

events. The narration is done by the third party who interprets or describes what is going on with 

characters involved in the plot. One way to understand the role of drama is to relate it to arguments, 

demonstration, story etc. The difference between drama & argument is that, argument has narration 

but no plot or characters. At the other extreme, drama has plot & characters but no narration. In 

between lies story & demonstration. 

Examples 

a) All out mosquito repellent-there are characters & no narration 

b) Bournvita Ad- No characters but narration. World Peace- No characters but narration 

c) Maruti service station on the remote hill top- Drama with character & plot 



 

 

Demonstration 

 Here one of the actual user or a brand ambassador is chosen to demonstrate the product e.g.-Kenstar, 

Samsung, Videocon etc. air conditioner use this method 

Humor 

It is enjoyable & easy to spot. Difficult to analyze . The essential element of humor lies in the 

commentator bringing two out of the place absurd elements together. This is surprise to audience 

since two unexpected unusual elements are brought together. In humor there is raw or slapstick 

humor & sophisticated humor. Sophisticated humor is one which humor builds an expectation of a 

certain meaning the surprise is provided with an unexpected meaning that fits well. However humor 

increases the pleasure. 

Example 

a) Cholrmint- Dobara mat poochna 

b) Fevikwick- Used a bait for fish 

c) Sprite- Crow with a necklace 

d) Mountain Dew- Cheeta bhi peeta hai 

“a & b” are sophisticated while” c& d” are slapstick. 

Music 

If the jingle is catchy ,it will draw the attention. The most important aspect of music is that, it should 

establish mood or arouse emotions. Music depends on what the promoter wishes sentimental piece 

tends to be slow flowing- eg-  

A) Music accompanying Vatika Hair Oil 

B) Raymond – the complete man 

There are ads for some products where the music is very fast & loud 

Eg- ads of some motorbike. 

 

UNIT-3 

Q-27- Write the Components of Print Advertising 

Ans-27- The following are the components of print advertising: 

 The Headline 

 Body Copy 

 Illustration & Visual Elements 

The Headlines- The headlines refer to word in the heading position of the ad i.e. the words that will 

read first or they are the once which should draw most attention. The head line should achieve the 

following; 



 

 

 It should attract attention to the advertisement: The entire message is lost, if no one reads the 

headline. There are two ways of attracting the attention of the readers: a) Through gimmicks b) By 

highlighting a reward. E.g. "A Ford Icon that flies you to Singapore". This is the headline of an ad 

which offers a free air ticket to Singapore for purchasing the car through a unique finance scheme. 

The above ad has a reward and hence it will draw attention. 

 It should select the right prospects. If you want mothers to read your ad for a Baby Food product, 

display MOTHER in your headline:  

E.g. "An executive MBA for the working manager who wants to feel complete". This is the headline 

of an ad for-MBA program. It can be clearly noticed that it is meant for working people only. It states 

that, "Here is an Opportunity for you to get an international MBA degree even when you continue to 

work" 

=> It should present the complete selling idea: E.g. "Harpic power helps prevent typhoid, dysentery 

and fungal infection”. The message here is that Harpic has a 100% kill rate for the wide range of 

diseases causing germs. 

=> The headline should present product news of interest to the reader: The consumers look for new 

products, new uses of old products or improvement of old products. Words which imply newness 

increases readership and should be used wherever applicable, Words such as improved, just arrived, 

new, launching, revolutionizing, attention etc should be used. 

 

E.g. "Last year around this time, MRF announced the world's first radial tyre booking. Attention all 

Sierra, Gypsy and Sumo owners. These tyres are now available at your favorite MRF dealers across 

India. 

 => Captions: These are verbal explanation of visuals. Call outs are mini captions. These are 

there to explain certain elements in an illustration. There is a tag line in the end of printed ad, which  

gives instruction "how to respond". Also at the end of the ad, we find facilitators which includes the 

information, that will facilitate purchasing. Examples of facilitators are toll free number or email 

address or a website. Advertisement also carries a logo or signature to designate brand identification. 

 

 

Q-28- What are the different types of Headlines? Discuss. 

Ans-28- The following are the types of headlines: 

1) Direct headline 

2) Indirect headline 

3) News oriented 

4) How to – Headline 

5) Question headline 

6) Command headline 



 

 

I Direct headline: These are straight forward, information headlines. In these headlines, there is no 

doubt about the advertisement. These are used when the product has a new value or when the product 

feature is strong enough to create interest. The purpose is to get the readers read them. 

  E.g. Headlines from "Electrolux" fully automatic washing machine. "More convenient to use, with a 

simple single knob operation." Here the feature that is highlighted is that no other washing machine 

has a single knob operation. This advantage will induce the customers to read the text. Even if it fails, 

it will usually leave a favorable feeling about a product. 

2 Indirect Headline: The advertising message is not direct. The ad message will not provide 

information about the product or services. In this type PF0duct feature is not emphasized. Instead, it 

tries to appeal to the mass audience that does not have a direct interest in the product. One form of 

indirect ad is called "Teaser ad'. Teaser ad is designed to evoke curiosity and interest in the product 

without showing it. E.g. Ad for "Sophia" TV from Panasonic. 

 Headline of a teaser ad "Once we were a very closely, knit family. My wife, my kids and I, we meant 

everything to each other. Butthing have changed since they found out about Sofia. Now we are even 

closer". 

This is followed by the main ad with the visual of a TV and the headline is as follows: 

Meet Sophia, a perfect companion for the entire family. 

Now that the brand name Sophia is mentioned, the readers interest is to know the specialty of this 

particular TV As can be seen, this ad is addressed to the entire family. Indirect headline may or may 

not induce the prospects to act. 

3) News oriented headline. This has some news value for the reader and talks about product news. 

When using this type of headline, the best way to get readers genuinely interested in the product news 

is to promise them some reward. E.g. Ad for a new body spray from a Gillette company. " 

Introducing  Body  Flowers, It follows you Everywhere" -The headline promises reward - A 

fragrance that lasts. 

4) "How- to" headline: This type of headlines has the power to interest the people and makes them 

want to learn. 

E.g. I Ad for investing in shares of Infosys- “How to own big shares as a small investor 

       2. "How to buy a mattress" -An ad by Duroflex 

5) Question headline. This  type of headline poses a challenge to the reader and increases  his 

curiosity. It also tries to involve the reader by getting him/her to answer the ad A question headline is 

highly provocative. it  catches some interesting information. 

E.g. Ad from Whirlpool Home Appliances. "A whirlpool effect - - Have you felt it as yet? 

Here the reader wants to find out what is the Whirlpool effect is all about. He may later on find that 

this a feeling of joy and fulfillment experienced by the housewife who uses these appliances 



 

 

6. Command headline: This type of headline politely orders the reader to do something,  either 

directly or indirectly.  This type of ad is used when the purpose of the ad is to get the consumer to 

carry out some immediate action 

E g. "Buy an Alto now at a lowest ever interest rates or else repent" 

 

Q-29- Write few tips for forming headlines. 

 Ans-29- TIPS FOR FORMING HEADLINES 

1) Make the headlines simple. E.g. "More advanced machine. Much simpler life". This is the headline 

from Panasonic "company about plain paper fax machine. This headline is easy to read and 

understand. It is making a sales promise. 

2) Avoid blind headlines. Blind headlines means nothing, unless you read the text below it. Most 

people don't read the text. E.g. of a Blind headline - "Take off for Delhi, land in Mali" This is an ad 

given by Indian Airlines, where the winner of the lucky draw could win a free ticket to Mali. This 

could be misunderstood unless the entire text is read by the reader. 

3) Use plain language rather than tricky headlines that play games with the tricky headline - " 

Aa a a a mul, Utterly, Butterly delicious". This is an ad by Amul butter based on the Tarzan Film. 

4) Always use brand name in the headline. This is because the reader should be made to register the 

brand name in his mind. E.g. Khaitan Table fan has three distinct advantages which other fans don't 

have.  

Q-30- What is Body Copy? 

Ans-30- Body copy is a logical continuation of headline and sub-head. It is of a smaller size than the 

headline. This is where "salesmanship in print" begins.  Before trying to close the sale, however, you 

should explain product features and claim made with a proof with regard to the product. The reader 

should be read step by step to a point where some definite action is taken by him. 

   E.g. "Buy one today" "Write for a copy today" or "Call us for more information “The body copy 

which does not ask for action from customers is a waste. 

Length of a body copy: There can be two types of body copy namely a) long body copy and b) Short 

body copy. Long body copy is written for those products which are complicated such as technical 

explanation. Short body copy is sufficient for convenience products such as soaps, cigarettes, where 

there is not much decision making is involved. The copy need not convince the customer about the 

merits of the product. The ad for Liril soap is a good example of Short body copy 

E.g. I: Headline: Come alive with freshness Body copy - Totally different Liril. Rippled green with 

exciting lemon freshness. Tingling Liril - Makes a fresh woman of you 

This ad is successful example of powerful brand image created. The image is one of 

freshness. The headline ' 'come alive with freshness" the visual of a girl bathing in a waterfall and the 



 

 

above body copy contributes to the image of freshness. Since the visual element is dominant, the 

words are kept to a minimum. The body copy contains 17 words. 

 • Ad for BPL 28" cms color TV 

Headline - "The biggest 36 cms ever" 

Body copy: It has 100 channels. It has got child lock (You can blank all those channels you don't 

want your children to see. It has A V stereo (everybody knows stereo). It has double-ended cabinet 

styling (everyoody looks at it even when it is switched off). Because it has laser disc compatible (you 

can play your favourite CD). Because it is from BPL. 

 

Q-31- What os “LOGO”? 

Ans-31-   Logo is a visual symbol of a brand. Logos appear on the packages. It is a symbolic 

communicator of brand. Logo promotes communication. Brand name together with logo enables the 

consumer to recall their experience with company's product. If the experience is pleasant, consumer 

will repurchase the product. If the brand name or logo is missing, the consumer cannot relate his like 

or dislike with the product) Take the case of a vending machine of soft drink. There are no labels. So 

the customer may not know the product he is dealing with. Different people need different taste, 

therefore labels, logo help in identifying the product that they are looking for. 

Slogan A slogan is a short phrase. This can be used to identify a product, brand, organization. It must 

be simple so that recalling or remembrance value is high. Sometimes slogan conveys what brand 

promises. Slogan forms the headlines in a printed ad.  It will appear below the company's name in an 

ad. Slogan can become a part of brand's image. It can be included in all promotional material.) 

Packaging / Labelling – Packing is a silent salesman. It is obvious that packing has a positive 

promotional impact. It plays a important communication role for the product. Brand evaluation is 

done based on packaging. Value for the product is conveyed through packaging. It conveys 

convenience to the customer. Labeling is the wrapping which carries product use information. Proper 

instruction on product use can give immense satisfaction to the customer. Warranty / Guarantee is 

communicated through labels. If the product is hazardous to use under certain conditions warning is 

given on the label. 

Therefore we can say that there are several non-media based support communication which will help 

the customer in the process of choosing the product. 

 

 

 



 

 

Q-32- What is “IILUSTRATION”? 

Ans-32-  Illustration is important for FMCG products to convey a central idea. Normally photography 

are sued and which are drawn from original pictures for the advertising. lllustration also involves 

decision as to what 'identification marks' to include 

There are of three types 

a) Company or Trade names 

b) Brand name 

c) Trade marks 

In family branding strategy company name is used for example Tata sumo, Tata Indica, Tata indigo 

etc. in other cases company name may not be mentioned for example HLL's products namely Rexona, 

Hamam, Lux etc.  

In addition to brand name, trade mark, service mark and certification can also be included for the 

purpose of illustration for example Colgate uses IDA (Indian Dental Association) certification to 

illustrate the benefits to the customers often carry or identify symbol are also used for example Asian 

paints, Pillsbury, Nerolac paints etc. uses different symbols to illustrate the products. 

Q-33- Discuss the significance of Appeal. 

Ans-33- Significance of the Appeal 

Appeal must have some significance to the customer. If it has no meaning for the audience to whom 

the promotion is meant, it will not meet with success. 

Product Differentiation Appeal 

One product or a brand might differ slightly from another brand. This differentiation may not be 

obvious or noticeable. However technically they may vary slightly. Take the example of a wet 

grinder. If the difference lies in the motor used say instead of I H.P motor, a motor of 1.5 H.P is used. 

This will make very little difference to the buyer. If this difference is included in the appeal, the 

advertiser would accomplish nothing. 

Believability of Appeal 

Sometimes products have significant characteristics. This should enable the product to succeed. Still 

the product fails because the advertising lacks believability. Due to breakthrough in technology, 

product might be cheaper, but unless appeal is structured to ensure believability, marketing the 

product might prove to be difficult. 

If the product price is reduced gradually, the customer will think that this reduction is due to intense 

competition on the other hand, if there IS a one step drastic reduction, then quality is doubted. 



 

 

Product believability can be enhanced by showing demonstration of the product wherever possible. 

Another way is to offer trail of the product or guaranteed money back if not satisfied. Name of the 

institution enhances believability This is one of the reason why sometimes manufacturers markets his 

product through prestigious institution. 

In addition to establishing believability, the ad must recommend a specific action. The ad must also 

tell the reader, what is to be done to get the benefit from the product. The ad should not stop at 

believability stage, it should continue till ad gets the respondent to buy. 

Finding a Suitable Appeal 

In the earlier days, manufacturers were emphasizing product feature in their appeal. This trend has 

changed. Today, manufacturers do not start with the product. Needs are identified and attempt is 

made to develop the product. During this process, number of appeal is developed, and the one which 

strikes most is adopted. 

The job of the appeal is to demonstrate how a product or service can satisfy a need. While selecting 

the appeal, the advertiser should consider the buying motives related to specific product and should 

not think of general appeals. E.g. Mileage may be an important criteria to buy a car but not a very 

strong motive for a high end car. May be status symbol is a buying motive in message appeal. 

Nature of Appeal 

Appeal can be Positive or Negative, positive appeal will speak about the benefits that the customer 

gets by using product or service. Negative appeal is used to tell the customer what will happen if he 

does not use the product. Insurance advertisement makes use of negative appeal. Negative appeal 

should not be confused with negative suggestion. Negative suggestion tells the customer what not to 

do or what is wrong with competitor’s product. Negative suggestions should be avoided as far as 

possible. 

Types of Message Appeal 

An advertising appeal is a message that joins a product or service with prospective customers needs 

and wants. Although a product has many potential appeal, a single appeal that satisfies the need of 

most of prospective customer should be emphasized. There are several common types of message 

appeals such as: a) Comparative Advertisement b) Fear Appeal in Advertisement c) Humor Appeal in 

Advertisement.(d) Transformational advertising 

Comparative advertisement: Comparative advertisement refers, to the practice of either directly or 

indirectly naming the competitors in the ad and comparing one or more specific attributes. This type 

of ad is very common among auto manufacturers (two wheelers as well as four wheelers). Research 

study shows that the recall is much better for comparative messages than non comparative messages. 

Comparative ad is particularly useful for new brands, since it allows a new market entrant to position 

itself directly against a more established brand and to promote its advantages. Direct comparison can 

help position the new brands among various brands that the customer purchases. Comparative ads, 

aims at tapping, and entering into leaders market share. Market leaders on the other hand, often 

hesitate to use comparative ads, as they believe that they don't gain anything by featuring competitors 



 

 

products in their ads. Comparative ads can be seen in bikes such as Hero Honda. TVS Suzuki, and 

four wheelers like Hyundai, Maruti, etc.  

Fear Appeal in Ad 

This is a kind of advertisement wherein the message generates anxiety in the mind of the message 

receivers if the message content is not followed. Fear appeal some times results in emotional 

response. Before deciding to use the fear appeal, the advertiser must know how the fear operates, and 

what level of fear to use, and how the different segments respond. 

Fear will work up to a certain extent with increase in the amount of fear, message of fear is accepted. 

Beyond a point, acceptance of message decreases a fear level increases summarizing, we can say that 

Low level of fear leads to acceptance of message and high level of fear leads to rejection of the 

message. Theme of fear is used by insurance companies, traffic police, or even by a photo studio. E.g. 

l. Insurance :- (l) Man is Mortal Traffic Police: E.g. 2. If you are an over taker, you will land at an 

undertaker, Photo Studio E.g. 3 No photo, no admission to college one minute for passport photo. 

E.g. Communication used to indicate the harmful effects of smoking at low level of fear results in 

accepting the communication. In fact, this low level of fear is more acceptable to non-smoker than a 

smoker. 

The advertisement which gives fear appeal should give the following message to the target audience 

a) information about the severity of the threat, b) the probability of its occurrence, c) the effectiveness 

of coping response and d) the ease with which the remedial measures can be implemented. E.g. 

Smoking, information with regard to its ill-effect should be highlighted along with the possibility of 

its occurrence such as cancer and heart problems etc. The appeal must also tell the audience, how to 

overcome or reduce the ill effect of smoking. Lastly, what remedial measures should be used to 

overcome. E.g. A person traveling to another place may run the risk of picking up "hepatitis A". 

However, the ad should reduce the anxiety by offering a solution to the problem E.g. Suggesting 

vaccination for Hepaticas A 

Humor Appeal in Ad 

Humor ads are often best known and best remembered. Humor message attracts customers' attention 

E.g.: All ads of Sprite, "Ek chatura kak-kari singar, Ek chatura kak Bada hoshiyar, Jat Se Aa Gayare, 

Phat se pee gayare" sprite clear hai". 

E.g.. 2: Chlormint ad- “Dobara mat  poochna". 

 

Q-34- What is a LAYOUT? Discuss 

Ans-34-  Layout activity involves bringing all the pieces together before the advertising is sent out 

for production. Layout can be preliminary layout or comprehensive layout. Preliminary layout can be 

relatively unfinished form. Comprehensive layout can be a detailed specification of all aspects of the 

production requirements. Layout involves decision as to how the various components of headlines, 



 

 

illustration, copy and identification marks are to be arranged and positioned on the page. The size of 

the ad obviously has an effect on this decision. There are time consideration for print and layout. 

a) Balance. Arrange the elements in the ad in a clear & pleasing manner. 

b) Contract: Using appropriate size, color and fonts to facilitate the readability to the audience. 

c)   Promotiom: The  relation of the object to the background in which they appear and to each other. 

d) Gaze-motion. The head line, illustration, copy and differentiation marks should provide the most 

logical motion. 

e)   Unity: The quality of balance, contract, proportion and size-motion should be combined to 

develop unity of thought, appearance, and design in the layouts. 

 

Q-35-  Discuss about the structure of s Campaign Plannning. 

 

Ans-35- STRUCTURE OF CAMPAIGN PLANNING 

A. Situation Analysis 

 Product and company research 

 Consumer and stakeholder research 

 Market analysis  

 Competitive situation  

  Industry analysis 

 Marketplace analysis 

B. SWOT Analysis  

 Internal environment analysis  

  External environment analysis 

 Plan of action 

C. Campaign Strategy 

 Objectives 

 Targeting 

 Positioning 

 Scheduling strategy 

 

D. Communication Strategy 

 Message development research 

 The creative theme 

 Creative tactics and execution 

E. Media Plan 

F. Other Marketing Communication Activities 

G. The Appropriation 

Q-36- What is Media Planning? Discuss 



 

 

  Ans-36- MEDIA PLANNING  

Number of promotional messages from the manufacturer need to be communicated with the 

prospective buyer and user of the product. Media plan determines the best way to get the advertisers 

message to the market through various media vehicles. In the basic sense, the goal of the media plan 

is to find combination of media that enables the marketer to communicate the message in the most 

effective manner to the largest number of potential clients at the lowest possible cost. 

  The following are the some of the activities done in connection with media planning- 

a)  Setting the media objective 

b) Selecting broad media class - Print, broadcasting, electronic 

c) Selecting the media within the class – If print, "is it newspaper or magazine". If broadcasting, "is it 

TV or radio". 

Terminologies Used in Media Planning  

 Media vehicle: Media vehicle is the mode by which message is transmitted E.g. Cable Network, 

Magazine, Banner etc. 

 Coverage/Reach.(Reach refers to the of audience exposed to a media vehicle at least once in a 

given period of time . Coverage indicates the degree to which the information reaches the market. It is 

expressed as percentage. The greater the coverage, the greater the number of people exposed to the 

message. E.g. If a newspaper has circulation of 3 lakhs households, in the area covered where the 

total number of household is 10 lakhs, then the newspaper coverage is said to be 30%. 

 Coverage =Circulation/ Total no. of households =300000/1000000= 30% 

The above coverage does not indicate the actual audience size of the newspaper. This brings us the 

difference between "circulation" and "readership" 

 Circulation: Refers to the total number of copies sold of a particular newspaper or a magazine. It 

applies only to the press media. Circulation only indicates the potential audience size of a newspaper 

or a magazine. It  does not necessarily mean that this number of people actually read the 

publication, 

 Readership: Readership should not be confused with circulation. It refers to the number of persons 

who actually read the publication 

 Frequency. Frequency refers to the number of times a person or a household is exposed to the 

same adverting message in a program  during a given period. 

    Therefore 

           Frequency = Total No of exposure / Reach 



 

 

           E.g. If there is a small sample household, say 300, has a reach of 50%, then the frequency 

would be 6. 

=> Continuity: Continuity refers to whether the advertisement is to be done on a continuous basis. 

E.g. Pepsi and Coca Cola or should it be done on a periodical basis. 

=> Gross Rating Point: = Reach x Frequency 

E.g. Media planner may like to know "In which program the advertisement - program is to be 

inserted". He proceeds as follows Program X has a reach of 60 at an average frequency of 5. 

Therefore GRP rating is 

60 x 5 = 300. 

Program Y has a reach of 70 at. an average frequency of4. Therefore, GRP rating is 

 

Although program Y has a higher reach, the media planner will choose program X because of better 

GRP rating. 

 Target Rating Point: A panel is constituted. Each panel member is given diary to record the 

channel he watched. He is called " primary audience", because he owns the T. V. Those who don't 

own, but watch the TV are called as secondary audience. 

One TRP is considered as equal to 1% of audience. In this case if 70 people watch the specific T. V 

program then TRP is 70% i.e. 70% of audience watched the T.V program. 

Q-37- Discuss about the problems of Media Planning 

Ans-37- The following are the problems of media planning: 

a)  Insufficient information. 

b) Inconsistent terminology. 

c) Time pressure. 

d) Difficulty in measuring effectiveness. 

Insufficient Information: 

Sometimes the data is not measured because, it is too expensive. For E.g. Continuous measurement of 

radio listenership or TV viewership is difficult. Only a period study is possible and that too with a 

limited sample. 

 Another problem, is the time, when the measurement is taken. E.g. During holiday for children, most 

parents would not be available at home and therefore, the TV viewing measurement taken may not be 

indicative of the reality. If such measurements are taken and projected for future, the information 

would be inactive. 

 



 

 

Inconsistent Terminology 

The cost base used is different in different media and the methods adopted to estimate the cost for 

different media are not consistent. E.g. Print media uses CPM, as the yardstick (cost per thousand), 

whereas broadcasting media uses CPRP as the yardstick (cost per rating point) and outdoor media 

uses "number of showings" as the yardstick.) 

Time Pressure 

It is always found that the advertisers are in a hurry. This is because they are afraid that the 

competitor might overtake them. In this situation, media selection may not be done properly 

Difficulty in Measuring Effectiveness 

 Non-availability of proper measurement tools to measure effectiveness. This is because the ad 

message may be seen by many to whom the ad may mean nothing. 

 

Q-38- Discuss about the Media Planning In India 

 

  Ans-38- Media Planning in India ( Indigenous Scenario) 

 

Electronic Media Print Media Outdoor/Other 

media 

Doordarshan — 

23 channels 

Private satellite 

channels -90 

Cinema — Mass 

media that 

reaches large 

population TRP 

Television rating 

points used to 

evaluate private 

channels. DART 

Doordarshan 

audience research 

television rating 

Newspaper- 

National, Regional, 

English or 

vernacular 

Magazines 

National, 

Regional, 

English or 

vernacular 

Bill Boards 

Wall paintings 

Point of 

purchase 

display Balloon 

advertising 

In-stadium 

advertisement 

Transit 

advertising 

through local 

train, bus, tram 

etc. 

 

 
Factors have to be considered by the media planner in deciding whether to emphasize; l) Reach, 2) 

Frequency or 3) continuity in choosing a media. 

The following are the factors to be considered: 

1) Stage in the product life cycle 

2) Breadth of the target market 

3) Re-purchase cycle 

4) Target market turnover 

5) Message creativity 



 

 

6) Product differentiation 

7) Competitor activity 

8) Response from the Consumers 

Stage in the Product Life Cycle 

If a new product is to be launched, the ad objective would be to create awareness. Therefore, the 

media goal would normally be to achieve the high level of reach.) 

E.g. "The above concept was followed by product named "Vacuumizer" manufactured by Ceasefire, 

manufacturers of fire extinguisher. This product was new, and it is meant to preserve freshness, flavor 

by creating a vacuum inside the container. 

If the product is in the maturity stage of product life cycle, frequency should be the primary criteria to 

remind customer about the established product. 

E.g. Burnol an antiseptic cream made by Boots India Ltd. This is one of the oldest and recognized 

brands. By 1990, it reached maturity stage and the same started stagnating. The cost of advertising to 

boost the brand image was very high. Therefore, the company used a very novel method of reminder 

advertising. It entered into an agreement with WIMCO and started advertising on the back of the 

match box, since this was cost effective. 

Breadth of the Target Market 

In case the target market is dispersed both geographically and demographically, reach would be more 

important than frequency. This means that if we are targeting people of all age groups, then we 

should select a media that has a broad coverage. 

E.g. Godrej/Store well Steel cupboard.. When the brand became an established name in the office 

cupboard segment, the company faced competition in the home segment from the unorganized sector. 

These sectors offered cupboard which were tailor made and at a lower price. 

The company decided to extend market share by using two different strategies 1) Expanding the 

customer base 2) Stressing the use of the product in the home segment. First, it launched "'Joy Store 

well" a play thing for little girls, to involve them with the brand from the early age: Secondly, a 

campaign using an emotional appeal - "Showing a store well as a ideal marriage gift for daughter". 

Re-purchase Cycle 

This refers to "How often a product is purchased". Soaps, soft drinks and all consumer goods have a 

short re-purchase cycle. Consumer durables have a long purchase cycle. In case of a item with short 

purchase cycle, frequency is more important. In the case of product with long purchase cycle, the 

media planner should concentrate on reaching as many people as possible. 

E.g. Advertising for televisions, music system and refrigerator is normally done heavily during 

festival season. 

E.g. BPL's " Vande Maataram" campaign offering discount and exchange offers on the entire range of 

products - televisions, washing machines is an example. 



 

 

Target Market Turnover 

Turnover refers to the life span of a product. Some products have a quick turnover i.e., they are useful 

only for a short period. In this case, reach should be stressed. 

In the case of products with slow turnover i.e., longer life span, frequency, as well as timing of the 

advertisement, would be important.) 

E.g. Nestle "Cerelac" Baby food is a product with a quick turnover as it is useful only for a year or 

two. Nestle stressed on reaching, as many people as possible, during the initial launch of the product. 

They targeted mothers, doctors who have major influence in buy decisions. Apart from advertising, 

they distributed baby care booklets at immunization centers, as well as sample packs, to induce trial. 

Message Creativity 

If your product story is noteworthy, then it will draw immediate attention. In this case, the media 

planner should go for higher reach and low frequency. This is because, one exposure is normally 

sufficient to do the selling job. 

E g. Insurance, Health care sector: In these cases, message like "Health is wealth" need to reach large 

number of people and one exposure is quite sufficient. 

 

Product Differentiation 

 

If the product manufactured is quite unique compared to the competitors, then awareness has to be 

created. In this case, reach is more important. However, if there is no product then it is better to go for 

higher frequency. 

        Competitor Activity 

When competitor is using high frequency and directing his message to the same target segment, as 

yours, you should go for high frequency to counter his advertising 

         E.g. The recent cola war and detergent war are examples of this. 

       Response from the company 

If the advertising objective is to get people respond immediately or within a limited period, frequency 

should be the main objective  

       Q-39- Give the names of top 10 Media shops 

Ans-39- Top 10 Media shops 

1) Mindshare 



 

 

2) Starcom 

3) Madison 

4) Media Planning Group 

5) Mediacom 

6) Initiative Media 

7) Maxus 

8) Lodestar 

9) Zenith Optimedia 

10) The media Age 

Most Influential Media Shoppers In India 

1.             Sam Balsara — Madison Commumcation 

2.      Anita Nayyar — Starcom 

3.             Lynn De souza — Lintas Media Services 

4.             Meenakshi Madhvani — Spatial Access 

5.             Jasmin Shorabji — Mediacom 

6.             Ashutosh Srivastava — Group M 

7.             Ravi Kiran — Starcom 

8.             Karthik lyer — Initiative Media 

9.             Punitha Arumugam — Madison Media 

10. Vikram Sakhuja — MindShare 

11. CVL Srinivas — Maxus 

12. Ashish Bhasin — IMAG 

13. Nandini Dias — Lodestar 

14. Ambika Srivastava — Zenith Optimedia 

15. Charles Berley — Carat 

 

Q-40-Discuss about Promotional Budget 

Ans-40-  Promotional budget - an approach to budgeting 

There are basically two approaches; I) Top down approach, Il) Bottom up approach. ) 

In the top approach, budget is fixed and is passed out to various departments. These budgets are pre-

determined and have no theoretical basis. Top down approach includes 



 

 

a) affordable method 

b) arbitrary allocation 

c) percentage of sales 

d) competitive parity and 

e) return on investment. 

The bottom up approach is Objective and task method . 

 

TOP DOWN APPROACH 

Affordable Method 

(In the affordable method (what you can afford), the firm determines the amount to be spent in 

various areas. The company allocates first the Production and Operations Dept. Whatever is left over, 

is allocated to advertising and promotion considering that, this is the amount the company can afford. 

The task to be performed by advertising is not considered. This approach is usually followed by 

smaller firms. Some time 's, larger firms also follow this principle if it is not a market driven firm and 

do not understand the role- of advertising and promotion. Many times, companies develop new 

products and assume that the product is good enough and will sell itself and there is no need to spend 

large amount on advertising. 

Arbitrary Allocation 

Here the budget is determined solely by the Management on the basis of what is felt as necessary. 

 
There are no objectives or purpose for advertising and promotion. In this method, Managers feel that 

some money should be spent on advertising and promotion. There is no logic with respect to the 

quantum of money spent. 

Percentage of Sales 

This is the most commonly used method for setting advertising targets. There are two ways of doing 

this: a) Take the total sales and apply a percentage of sales in rupees b) Find out the unit one other. If 

the first firm has increased its budget in order to increase the market share, it will not probably 

succeed after other firm retaliates. If any one firm is trying to increase its market share, the battle will 

become costly to all and reduce the overall profits of the industry, competitive parity is also called 

share of voice budgeting. 

 

Return on Investment (ROI) 

This method is rarely used in practice. This is because, in this method promotion is considered as an 

investment and not as an expenditure. Hence, we cannot say that increase in sales is the result of 

promotional effort. Therefore, it is very difficult to find out the rate of return on this investment since 

promotion is considered to be a long term phenomena. 

Competitive Parity Method 



 

 

In the competitive parity method, the firm matches the advertising levels of its competitors such that 

the advertising and promotion share equals market share. If a firm has an 8% market share, it will try 

to spend 8% of all the advertising and promotion money. This is a very conservative way of fixing the 

budget. This method does not recognize the fact, that budget to be fixed should be able to deal with 

specific problems. 

Competitive parity method acts as a discouragement to the firm for doing something unique and 

encourages to follow the competitor. This method assumes that all advertisement has the same 

impact. Therefore the above assumption, leads to copying media and develop a look alike 

advertisement. Example: Pepsi v/s Coke, follow this method for promotional activities. 

BOTTOM UP APPROACH Objective and Task Method 

In this method, specific objectives are set first. Based on this, budget is allocated) For E.g. The 

company might require creating awareness among "X" percent of the target market. The objective 

and task method follows three steps.) 

Step 1: Define the communication objective to be accomplished. To increase awareness from X 

percent to Y percent. 

Step 2: Determine the strategy to be adopted to achieve this objective, to advertise on TV and 

newspaper. 

 Step 3: Estimate the cost to be incurred to adopt the strategies. 

Once specific objectives have been attained (awareness), the budgeted money could be spent for other 

purposes such as inducing trial purchase etc. 

 

 

******* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

UNIT-4 

Q-41- What is Broadcast Media? 

Ans- 41-The commercials which are inserted in the electronic media must contain the following 

components:  

1) Video - It is a visual impact which remains in the memory of the target group. 

2) Audio - It is the sound used to draw the attention. 

 Some of the songs of the audio are so popular that they motivate the viewer to watch the 

commercials.  

Q-42- Discuss about Planning and Production of TV Commercial. 

Ans-42-  The following factors have to be taken into consideration while creating a TV commercial: 

1) Script or story  board : A story  board is a series of drawing used to present the visual plan or 

layout of the proposed commercial. It contains a series of sketches or scenes along with a copy of 

audio portion for each scene. Story board should be logically organized to facilitate understanding by 

the target consumer. Story board is prepared to show it to the target audience and 'seek thier opinion 

before it is approve. This is to find out whether the story board conveys what it intended to convey . 

2) Shooting spot: The location of shooting will have to be decided according to the product/ services-

: I his will have a great impact on the consumer. E.g. l. An ad for a Talcum Powder could be a shot 

taken at a garden which has flowers. The ideal place would be one where the flower show is being 

conducted. E.g. 2 Maruti has chosen a hill station where its service center is located to highlight the 

fact "no matter what is present or not" but they are there. 

3) Models and celebrities: Most of the commercials nowadays contain professional models 

celebrities to create an impact on the target group .E.g. Priyanka Chopra with Pepsi, Amitabh 

Bachchan with Reid & Taylor, Amir Khan with Coca-Cola. This is to impress upon the target 

audience, the association of celebrities with the product. 

4) Music & sound mixing: This is very vital as it has a great effect in the success/failure of 

commercial and its reach. E.g. In the Thums Up ad the celebrity drinking the Thums Up is well 

portrayed by means of sound associated with drinking. .E.g. 2  Similarly in the Mentos ad the effect 

created by Mentos is well depicted by means of a vacuum created through the ear of the celebrity.) 

5) Duration of the commercial: This is very important since it should not be too long or too short. It 

should create optimal impact E.g. One of the ads of Airtel ( say Yes, say No India shining 

are very long and hence difficult to recall. 

6)  Bill board: In T.V production, bill board refers to the display of the name of the program, sponsor 

plus a brief slogan. This will be of 10 seconds duration and will run at the beginning or end of the 

program. 

7) Dry run: This is very essential to find out the effectiveness of the commercial mainly used to 

watch the duration of the shot. Dry run is nothing but a trial run before finalizing an ad 

  

Q-43- What is NETWORK ADVERTISING AND SPOT/LOCAL ADVERTISING? 
Ans-43- Network advertising 



 

 

A Common way of advertising, is to purchase air time from a TV network. A network will have a 

series of affiliates to which it supplies program and services. E.g. Sun Network, under which we have 

Gemini, Teja, Ushe, Surya, Udaya, U2,News Channels. These affiliates are independently owned. 

The person who wants to insert the ad can insert it in the nationwide channel or in the regional 

channel as the case may be. E.g. Doordarshan. They have both national as well as regional channel 

(different languages). A specific ad can be inserted in the national network or in the regional channel. 

Major advantage of network advertising is the simplification of the purchase process for advertising 

slots. The advertiser has to deal with only one party namely DD to air a commercial nationwide. The 

network also offers most popular program in case the advertisers are interested to reach huge 

audience through out the nation. The disadvantage of network advertising is that it is costlier. The 

second disadvantage of network advertising is availability of prime time for which there is a huge 

demand from a large number of clients. 

Top 10 advertisers in infotainment channels 

Nokia 

Coca Cola 

Pepsi 

HLL 

L'Oreal 

Tata Motors 

Parle 

Lenovo 

Motorola 

Paras Pharmaceuticals 

Spot and local advertising: Local advertising is confined to a geographical and spot advertising refers 

to commercial shown on local TV stations. The time of inserting the ad is decided and purchased 

directly from individual station. This air time is sold by the local channel. Local advertising coverage 

is limited. The advantage of spot advertising is that, in case there is a huge potential for a product / 

service then the advertiser can concentrate by advertising in the local TV station. Local advertising or 

spot advertising is much cheaper and the rates are lower compared to major network channels which 

beam the program nationwide. The decision to go for national advertiser or spot advertiser depends, 

upon the TV advertising budget. examples of local TV are Ice TV, Ice plus TV, Amoga, Tukali etc. 

Q-44- Discuss about Newspaper as the media of advertising. 

Ans-44- The print media includes newspaper, magazine, brochures, packaging etc. Also messages 

can be printed on T-Shirts, balloons, pens, caps. Product literature, sales brochures are designed to 

assist the sales force. These are called as collateral materials. 

Buying Space in Newspaper 

Major classification of ad are  

 a) Display advertising, this includes local and national advertising and 



 

 

 b) Classified advertising. The media buyer also has to know the characteristics of the newspaper 

reader such as their age income, occupation, educational level etc. 

One way the media buyer can compare the rates of different newspapers is by computing the "cost per 

thousand ' reader of each newspaper. Newspaper ad .rates are quoted in column centimeter. The rate 

offered by different newspaper varies depending upon whether it is a national newspaper or a regional 

newspaper. 

Most newspapers make an effort to place the ad in the position requested by the advertiser. A 

"premium" or preferred position rate is charged higher. An example of this is that the front page ad 

costs almost hundred percent more than the page inside. A sample format for ad insertion for a 

newspaper is also enclosed. 

 

Q-45- Draw a sample format of buying spac in newspaper 

Ans-45- 

 
SAMPLE FORMAT 

 

Advertisement R.O.No: 

Release Order Dated: 

Client : 

Product : 

Please release insertion(s) as follows: 

Edition(s) : Mornin 

Evenin 

   

Edition 

Date 

Size 
Caption 

Rate Position 

Special Instructions: 

Material: 

Important: Inform us immediately if material found unsuitable for good reproduction to enable timely 

replacement. 

Q-46- What are Magazines ? Discuss its advantages & disadvantages 

Ans-46-  Magazines are basically divided into two categories a) Consumer magazine b) Business 

publication. 



 

 

Example of consumer magazines arc a) Readers Digest b) Illustrated Weekly c) Outlook etc. 

Consumer magazines are best suited to insert ads for automotives, cosmetics, toiletries, stationary etc. 

Business publications are those E.g. Business World, Business Week. Business India etc 

        Advantages of Magazines 

1) Selectivity:  One of the main advantages of magazine is selectivity. Magazine published is for a 

special group. E.g. Modem photography for photographers, Auto world, who are interested in the 

auto. Sports Week, for those who are interested in sports. Femina, Women's Era read mainly by 

women. Magazine also offers geographic selectivity. Geographical selectivity helps the advertisers to 

target ads. Large number of people read magazines published in Regional languages. Therefore 

advertisement can penetrate into regional market. 

2) Popup ads: 3 dimensional ads that standup when the magazine is opened to the page on which 

they appear. 

3) Reproduction: Reproduction quality of most magazines are far superior to any newspaper. In 

magazine printing quality is excellent. 

4)  Business replay cards: Post card size cards that are slipped between pages (they will fallout 

when magazine is read ) enables  the customer contact and also hems to measure to what extent an ad 

has generated a response. 

5) Creative flexibility: Magazines provide great flexibility in terms of type, size and placement of 
material. E.g. includes a)Gatefolds, b) Bleed pages etc. 

a) Gatefolds: Enables the advertiser to make a striking presentation by using a third page that 

folds out and gives the ad an extra large space. Gatefolds arc often found at the inner cover of a 

consumer magazine. Gatefold is a form of multiple insertion where third page is used. This folds 

out extra space for Ad. Advertising use gatefold  to make a very strong impression especially on 

special occasions such as introduction of new product or brand. This is very common in  the ad of 

automobiles. E.g. Raymonds and Canon have used gatefold in Readers digest. Gatefold arc ex 

pensive. Only selected magazines have gatefold. 

a) Bleed pages: Where the ad extends all the way to the end of the page, with no margin around the 

ad. Bleed page gives the ad an impression of being large and very dramatic. Many magazines charge 

10 to 30% for bleeds. 

6) Permanence: Another advantage of magazine is its long life. This is because, magazines are read 

over several days and often kept for reference. They are, retained at home longer than any other 

medium)As opposed to magazines, TV and radio ads has fleeting messages and clutter effect. The 

message on the Radio and TV is called fleeting message because it lasts for a very short time such as 

20 to 30 seconds. Therefore the life span of this ad is also less. 

7) Clutter effect: There are so many ads within the program. The advertisers message is only one of 

the many. Therefore the viewer is confused and annoyed because he is unable to remember and 

identify the products/services identified. One of the main causes of clutter is the use of short 

commercials. Clutter is type of noise. This occurs because of competition among commercial 



 

 

messages. Clutter is evident when a news paper is opened. The reader is confronted with bunch of ad, 

staring at him. Clutter makes it difficult for a particular brand message to get attention. Marketers 

compete not only with brands but also with customer’s attention. TV commercial breaks have 8-10 

commercials. News paper has 60 to 70% advertisement. The fleeting and clutter effect will not be 

there in magazine because you select what you want. 

8) Consumer receptivity:  Magazines are usually purchased, because the information contained, 

interest the reader and therefore the ad provided in the magazine gives the reader additional 

information that may help him to make a purchase decision. Unlike TV or Radio, purchase of a 

magazine is voluntary and at the initiative of the consumer. 

9) Pass along rate: This is nothing but the number of people who read the magazine in addition to 

subscribers or buyers of magazine. This is higher than in newspaper.  

Disadvantages of Magazines 

1) Cost: Magazines are very expensive and therefore affordability is a problem. Magazines like India 

today, which has mass circulation, the cost of ad is very expensive. 

2) Frequency problem: Since most magazines are monthly or weekly, the opportunity for building 

frequency through the use of the same publication is limited. 

3) Long lead time: Another drawback of the magazine is the long time needed to place the ad. Most 

major publications have 30 to 90 days lead time, which means that space must be purchased and the 

ad must be prepared well in advance of the actual publication date. No changes the art or the 

publication date can be made after the closing date. 

4) Circulation: Finding out the exact circulation is very difficult. There are two types of subscribers 

a) Original subscriber - known as primary circulation, the other is called borrowed subscriber - 

secondary circulation. Many publishers do not have the correct data with regard to circulation. 

Q-47-  Discuss about Radio & its advantages for advertisement. 

Ans-48-  

                                                                                 Brief History of Radio Broadcasting in India 

Source: TRAI data 

Privatization of FM Radio in India 

Internationally, FM radio broadcasting is the preferred mode of radio transmission due to its high 

quality stereophonic sound. In March 2000, the Government invited private sector into FM radio 

broadcasting by opening up the frequencies in the FM band (87.5-108 MHz). In this Phase I Policy of 

FM radio privatization, private operators were invited to bid for a 10-year license to setup and operate 

FM radio stations. The original plan was to set-up 108 FM radio frequencies across 40 cities. 101 bids 

were received, aggregating to a license fee of approximately Rs.4.25 billion. [Source: FICCI Ernst & 

Young Report, 2004]. The unusually high license fee structure and year-on-year annual escalations of 

15% hampered the FM radio growth. The Government's Tenth Plan stipulates that private operations 



 

 

are to be encouraged to provide FM radio services in metros and small cities. They recently 

announced Phase Il of the privatization of FM radio, which is an initiative in line with the roadmap 

laid out in the Tenth Plan. A total of 338 channels in 91 cities across the country would be made 

available for bidding by Indian private companies 

Advantages of Radio Advertisement 

1) Cost Effective Medium to Advertiser- Radio offers reach, frequency, impact and economical 

advertising solutions for advertisers. Radio advertising rates are low on cost-per-thousand basis as 

compared to other media. 
2) Excellent Complementary Medium- Radio forms an excellent complementary medium to 

television and print. It can extend the reach of a campaign, focus the delivery, and enhance or 

reinforce a message.) 

3) Interactive medium- Radio speaks to its audience in a highly personal manner. Listeners build a 

relationship with their local radio personalities - a rich resource into which the community can tap. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4) Imagery- Radio is often called "theatre of the mind". This is because Listeners create mental 

pictures about commercials. The words and sounds are rich in imagery. Mental involvement is high. 

5) Low Content Costs- Unlike television, radio does not require any commissioned original content. 

Most of the content on radio is live. The biggest content - music - requires a royalty which is payable 
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to the relevant societies viz.  Phonographic Performance Limited (PPL) and Indian Performing Rights 

Society (IPRS) and certain music companies. 

6) Prime Time differs from Television- The prime time for radio listenership differs from 

prime time television viewing. Radio listenership peaks in the morning, afternoon and late night time 

slots, while Television viewership reaches its peak during the night slot. 

 

Q-49- Discuss about MEASUREMENT OF ADVERTISING EFFECTIVENESS 

Ans-49- Advertising Effectiveness: Advertising effectiveness is an important aspect of 

communication. Issues raised in effectiveness are; a) reach b) coverage c) ability to motivate the 

customer to buy products d) relationship with sales. How much the advertisement is able to achieve 

the above purpose is referred to as effectiveness of advertising. 

Reasons for Measuring Effectiveness 

 Avoid costly mistakes: C01npanies spend huge amount of money on advertising and certainly 

would like to know whether the money spent on advertising is effective or not. Suppose, if that ad 

does not create any effect that was expected, then it would turn out to be a costly mistake. In order to 

avoid such hiccups, companies would always like to check the effectiveness periodically. 

 Evaluating alternative strategy: A company has a number of strategies under consideration. E.g. 

There may be some question as to which medium should be used or whether one message is more 

effective than the other. Therefore, companies often test alternative versions of ad in different cities 

and different media, to determine which ad communication is most effective. 

 To increase the efficiency of advertising: A famous proverb goes as follows: "Can't go to forest to 

look at the trees" Similarly, sometimes, the advertiser loses sight of, "what he is seeking" or "what he 

wants to convey". Advertisers may sometimes use technical puzzle (Eg. SMILES) which are not 

understood by the audience. Or the creative department is too sophisticated, and audience are at a 

loss, of "what is being communicated". That is why, accountability is required in advertisement, and 

hence there is a need to measure the effectiveness of the same. 

Reasons not to Measure Effectiveness 

 

Companies give a number of reasons as follows for not measuring the effectiveness of advertising: 

 Cost: To find out effectiveness, a research has to be conducted post advertisement. This is 

expensive both in terms of time and money. Many people believe that, the money spent on research 

could be avoided and the same money could be spent for producing better ad and choosing better 

media 

 Research problem. Second reason cited for not measuring effectiveness is that it is difficult to 

isolate "which element of promotion was responsible for improvement in sales". It is not possible to 

measure the contribution of each marketing element directly. 

 Disagreement on what to test: The objective sought in the promotion program may differ by 

industry and even it may mean different to different people within the firm. Sales Manager may like 

to know the impact of promotion on sales, top management may wish to know the impact of ad on 



 

 

corporate image, and those involved in creating the ad may like to know recall and recognition value. 

Therefore, lack of agreement on what to measure is a major problem. 

Factors to be Taken into Consideration for Advertising Effectiveness Measurement. 

Celebrity used. Celebrity/brand ambassador of a product or a service would have to be given 

Importance while measuring the effectiveness of advertising. Normally, consumers would recognize 

or make association of product/service through these lead personalities. Eg. Amir Khan and Coca-

Cola, Sachin Tendulkar and Pepsi, Bipasha Basu and Head & Shoulders, Aishwarya and Nakshatra 

Diamond's etc. So, the credibility of these personalities has to be considered and checked 

periodically. If their popularity had gone down for whatever reasons, they need to be avoided 

 Message Varible: Both the message and the means by which it is communicated act as a basis for 

evaluation. The message should induce the customer to read the ad and attract his attention when this 

happens, customer will try the product and therefore the effectiveness can be measured in terms of the 

message. The second aspect is "How it is delivered". This refers to the headline illustration, layout 

etc. Therefore, "what is conveyed" and "how it is conveyed, are the two parameters for measuring the 

effectiveness.  

 Media Strategy: Selectionof appropriate media for ad is a crucial decision. Proper media mix 

always ensures effective reach of an ad. Therefore, effectiveness of the ad should be measured with 

respect to the media chosen. Once a media is chosen, the location within a particular media (front 

page v/s back page) and the size of the ad decides the effectiveness) It is often found that larger ads 

draw greater attention. Similarly, if a broadcast media is chosen, the channel and the timing (ordinary 

time v/s prime time) would decide the effectiveness. 

 Budgeting Decision: Budgeting is the mother of all factors. Normally, every company is interested 

to know the money spent on advertising and its return (by calculating the sales even though sales are 

a function of many other factors). 

 Timing is a very vital factor that all companies should consider Timing is very essential aspect in 

releasing the ad since launching of a new product and service has to be properly timed. E.g. Festival 

season, concession announced in taxation by the government during budget, provision of financial 

assistance by banks, year ending for the corporate. If one were to correlate advertising effect on sales 

(citrus paribus) then timing is a very important factor 

Q-50- What is advertising Research? Discuss 

Ans-50- Advertising plays a vital role in marketing. Advertising is a paid form of communication. 

The uses of advertising are many. Some of them are listed below 

1)  Provides information about products and services 

2) It induces a customer to go for trial. 

3) It stimulates demand. 

4) Advertising supports salesman's effort to sell. 

5) Adds value to the brand. 



 

 

Advertising research basically concentrates on gathering information for making decisions 

with respect to (1) Generating awareness (2) Brand preference etc 

Advertising research can be classified into 3 main divisions. They are (l) Advertising message 

research (2) Advertising media research (3) Advertising evaluation research 

Q-51- What is ADVERTISING MESSAGE RESEARCH? 

Ans-51-This research deals with "How well the message is conveyed". i.e. "How much is the 

believability of the message and "How well it is understood”  The main test involved in Ad message 

research is "copy" testing, copy testing helps the advertisers to present their message in different 

ways. The term "copy" refers to verbal message, color, picture, dramatizations etc. Copy testing can 

be of 2 types. 

a) Pretest 

b) Post test 

Pretest 

These are tests made before the copy is released. Pretests are used to find out any weakness that may 

be there in the copy, such as Head line, illustration or any other. Pre testing evaluates consumer 

response to the advertising copy, and also the way message is understood by the 

customer pretesting helps to save any loss in ineffective advertisement. Pre testing can be done as 

early as idea generation stage to testing the final version before implementation) 

Advertisement pre testing 

The method used for pre testing is. 

1) Copy test based on verbal response under this we have 

a) Consumer Jury method. 

b) Portfolio test 

c) Qualitative research 

d) On the air test 

e) Theatre persuasion test. 

2) Copy testing involving physiological responses. Under this we have. (i) Galvanic skin response (ii) 

Pupil dilation response (iii) Eye movement tracking. 

3) Copy testing involving behavioral response — under this, we have in store persuasion. 

Consumer Jury Method 

Consumer Jury Method 

In this method, the given advertisement is rated by a group of consumers, who represent potential 

buyers of the product. They rank the advertisement in order of preference based on interest. In this 

method, the basic assumption is that, the consumer / respondent will like at least one of the 

advertisement to which he is exposed to. A small questionnaire may be used in the consumer Jury 

test. 



 

 

Questionnaire 

1) What according to you is the purpose of the message? 

2) What do you think regarding "How well the message is conveyed"? 

3) According to you "What impresses you most" in this advertisement? 

4) Which of the advertisement would you like to see again and again? 

5) Which advertisement makes you to take a buy decision? 

Slightly different approach is done in case of TV commercial. The procedure involves exposing the 

audience to the commercial and record at regular intervals, whether they liked or disliked or in 

different. The same can be done electronically using program analyzer. 

Limitations of Consumer Jury Method 

a. To ensure, whether respondents chosen are true respective of population targeted. 

b. Individual members with the group may influence one another. 

c. This method is unsuitable when the number of advertising copy to which the respondents exposed 

is large. It will be very difficult to compare, evaluate or rank them. 

Portfolio Test 

In this method, the advertisement to be tested is packaged. A group of advertisement usually six to 

eight in number is placed in a portfolio. Respondents are given sufficient time to go through the 

advertisement. After this, the respondents are asked to recall on aided or unaided basis. The 

interviewer may ask questions on advertisement regarding the products or brands they remember. In 

case they don’t recall, the portfolio is again given back to respondent. The interviewer may ask 

additional questions on reaction of the customer to the advertisement, such as (l) Credibility of the 

claim in the ad. (2) Whether the customer is willing to use the product. Their replies are recorded. 

Limitations 

In this test recall will depend on the customers interest in the product. Greater the interest in the 

product, Higher will be the recall rate and vice versa. 

Qualitative Research 

Focus group and depth interview are used in qualitative research to get information from the 

consumers. This group will discuss the positive and negatives of advertising copy. The group discuss 

the meaning they get from the ads, consider the advantage of alternatives, and suggest improvement if 

any. The greatest advantage of this method is that, feed back is not expensive. 

On the Air Test 

This method is used for TV commercials. This method is also called the day after recall method 

The test consists of a on air exposure of a finished commercial in one or more cites following 

 



 

 

    Q-52 – Discuss about COPY TEST BASED ON PSYCHOLOGICAL RESPONSE 

    Ans-52-  Galvanic Skin Response 

This is also called as electro dermal response. In this method perspiration of the respondent is 

recorded. This reflects the emotional reaction to the advertisement. The instrument is known as 

electro galvanometer. There are 2 electrodes; small current is passed between 2 electrodes. This acts 

as a stimulus and activates sweet glands. However this method is not very popular. 

Pupil Dilation Response 

In this method, dilation and constriction of the pupils of the eyes is measured to stimuli. The 

instrument is used for this test is called Pupillometer. Pupil dilation is an indication of the interest in a 

product or advertisement. Some aspects of advertising can be measured using this method. However 

it is very costly. 

Eye Movement Tracking 

 In this method, viewers are asked to view an Ad. During this period, a sensor aims a beam of infrared 

light at the eye. The beam follows the eye movement and shows the exact spot, where the viewer is 

focusing. This shows the researcher, which element of the ad is attracting the attention of the viewer 

and how long the viewer is focusing on them. Eye tracking can identify the strength and weakness in 

an ad. 

 

Q-53- Discuss about COPY TEST BASED ON BEHAVIORAL RESPONSE 

Ans-53- In Store Persuasion 

The following steps are followed 

1) Intercept a quota sample of shoppers as they enter the retail store. Call them as sample 'X' 

2) Show these shoppers, a set of advertisement. Allow them as much time as they wants toshoppers a 

list containing products with discount available on each. The list should include products shown in 

the advertisement. 

3) When the shoppers leave the retail store, note down whether they purchased any of the product 

whose advertisement, they saw. Based on this, purchase incidence is calculated. 

4) Give the shoppers a list containing products with discount available on each. The list should 

include products shown in the advertisement. 

5)  Repeat the same experiment on another set of quoto sample selected shopper, who are not shown 

advertisement before shopping. Again calculate the purchase incidence. Call this sample as 'Y'. 

6) Compare the purchase incidence between those mentioned under X and Y. Use suitable statistical 

tool to find whether X and Y differ significantly or not. 

Post Testing 

This is a test conducted after the money is spent on advertisement. It is more to do with advertisement 

effectiveness rather than copy testing. The basic difference in the 2 test lies in the purpose for which 

it is conducted. 



 

 

Advertisement post testing is done after the ad has been run commercially. Advertisers are interested 

in finding out the overall communication impact of a completed advertising campaign, where it has 

increased brand awareness, brand comprehension, brand preference etc. 

Assuming that advertisers have measured these before the campaign, the advertiser can draw a 

random sample of consumers after the campaign to assess the effectiveness. There are two categories 

of post tests (a) tests not based on respondents memory (b) tests based on respondents memory. The 

question that arises is "How soon the measurement should be done after the advertisement has run for 

the respondent to member”. Researchers believe that advertising tend to be forgotten easily. 

 

Q-54- What is Advertising Media Research? 

Ans-54- Media research is an important aspect, since advertiser has to select most efficient media. 

What type of media to be used, Is it newspaper, TV, or magazine, If TV, which channel, which 

program, Is it prime time or non prime time? Is it regional channel or national channel? To know all 

these, Media research is to be carried out. Advertising media research is designed to prevent 

unnecessary wastage Research also will help in optimizing allocation of advertising expenditure. 

The following are the information collected in media research. 

1)  Media Distribution-  This refers to individual medium circulation such as number of newspaper / 

magazine reader, Television and radio set owners etc  

2) Media Audience - This refers to number of people exposed to a media. 

3) Advertising exposure: This refers of to the message coming within audience attention range. It is 

to be understood that size of advertising exposure lower than media audience because audience 

exposed to an advertising medium may not notice a particular advertisement carried in it. 

4)  Advertising Perception: This requires that the audience has conscious awareness of the  

advertisement. Color, size affect the perception in print medium whereas jingle, conversation, theme 

etc can change perception in Broadcasting medium 

5) Advertising communication: This refers to how people comprehend the advertisement. 

6) Advertising purchase: This refers to the number of people who buy the product after seeing a 

specific advertisement. This is nothing but sales response to advertisement) 

 

Q-55- What is MEDIA SELECTION RESEARCH: (MEDIA AUDIENCE)? 

Ans-55- The main goal of the advertiser is to select a medium from among many available. Medium 

selected should be such that, it reaches maximum number of people and at a desired frequency. 

Therefore advertiser is concerned with 

 What frequency of message is required to alter the consumer behavior?  

  How many in the market segment can be reached with that frequency? 



 

 

News Paper as an Advertising Medium 

Two considerations to be taken into accounts (a) Circulation (b) Readership. There is a difference 

between circulation and readership. Some times one copy of newspaper may be read by one or shared 

by many. That is why circulation does not provide a good estimation of readership. Readership data is 

more important indicator used in advertising media research while circulation data is readily available 

with select agency. Readership is usually unknown. This information needs to be gathered by 

conducting surveys. Next question is to find, who is a reader? A reader 

is someone who reads a newspaper in full or part or reads only editorial during the specific period. 

This reference period is, the day before interview, in case of daily newspaper. Therefore a respondent 

is defined as a reader of daily news paper, partly or fully, on the day before the interview. 

Television as an Advertising Medium 

Radio and TV are very different from newspaper, when it comes to measuring the size of audience. In 

TV, program and advertising message is mixed. It is difficult to separate the two. There are 4 ways to 

measure the size of the audience for any TV or radio program. ( I ) Coincidental method (2) 

Audiometer (3) People meter (4) Dairy method. 

 

  Coincidental method 

 In this method, a sample household, who have telephones and currently watching the TV or listening 

to radio are contacted. Respondents are contacted over phone and asked whether anyone at home is 

listening to radio or watching television, if so what program and channel/ station they are tuned. 

Further they are also asked what the name of the sponsor is or what product is being advertised? 

Rating is based on, what percentage of those contacted are watching a particular program 

Advantages 

 Since the questions asked pertain to current program, there is no need to recall or remember about 

the past events. Therefore results are accurate. 

 It is a fast method and economical 

Disadvantage 

 Only homes that have telephones are included 

 Calling homes is limited to certain hours of the day and night say 8 A.M. to 10 P.M. Program 

outside these hours cannot be included. 

 If the program is very short, then number of people who could be interviewed in limited. 

 Since only limited homes are contacted, no one can tell the size of the total audience for a given 

program. 

 Rural homes are left out. 

Audi meter 



 

 

This is a audience measurement device. This is fixed to the television sets of the panel households. 

This device will record the time, when the TV sets are on, the channel to which it is tuned and 

duration of tuning. This information is transmitted through telephone to central computer for analysis. 

Advantages  

 Since audience sample remains constant, the total audience count can be obtained. 

 Duplication effect can be studied (i.e. same ad appearing in several channel viewed by audience) 

Disadvantage 

 Audimeter will indicate that the TV is on. As a matter of fact, no one may be watching. Therefore 

assumption that TV is on and someone is watching program may not be correct. 

 Audimeter does not give demographic breakup such as age, sex, occupation of the viewer. 

People meter 

To overcome the disadvantages of audimeter, people meter is introduced. This gadget consists of a 

remote controlled box with buttons. Signals are sent to a control box kept on top of TV set. Members 

of the household will press a button whenever he or she wants to watch TV. The information, who is 

watching is recorded electronically. 

 

Disadvantage 

 People in the household may keep the TV on, by pressing the button but may not be watching. 

 Reliability may pose a problem especially with teenagers and children. 

 

 

 

 

Q-56- Discuss about SELECTION COMPENSATION AND APPRAISAL OF AN 

AD AGENCY 

Ans-56- The following are the factors considered while choosing an advertising agency: 

1) First and the foremost, the agency must be well known. 

2) Agency must have creativity. Creative people are a little crazy, non-conformist. Creativity does not 

follow any logical pattern Creative people are like naughty children. 

3) Agency must have sound track record of the past and must have a great deal of experience. 

4) The Account Executive in the ad agency must have ability to understand. the client's problem. 

5) Before soliciting any advertising agency,' the number of clients gained and lost must be 

scrutinized. 

6) There should be a compatibility between the sponsorer and the ad agency. 

7) The most important aspect considered for selection is ability of the ad agency to make a successful 

presentation. Premier Automobiles (Fiat car manufacturers) were shopping around for an agency to 



 

 

launch its car 118 NE. It invited presentations from various agencies and then shifted its account from 

its old agency SISTA to ULKA. More and more clients nowadays prefer to invite presentations for 

campaigns of new products and then award the campaign to the ad agency. 

8) Lastly, ad agency selected based on factors such as whether they have a) ability to conduct MR b) 

whether they have a consumer oriented approach c) whether they have a media understanding. 

  Acquiring Clients by Agency 

The following are the methods to gain clients: 

a) Referrals  

b) Solicitations  

c)  Presentation 

 

a) Referrals: Those clients who are satisfied with the current agency refer them to new To do this, the 

agency must maintain a good relationship with the current client 

b) Solicit: Solicit means invite. In this method, the agency gets in touch with the client either through 

a letter, or email or telephone. In some large agencies, there is a group called business development 

group. They are responsible to increase the client list. 

c) Presentation:  The first step is to establish contact with clients. When the agency receives an 

invitation, they need to make a presentation. During presentation, the agency will explain their 

experience and capabilities. They will also present to the client "what they can achieve if given an 

opportunity". This is an expensive method. 

Loosing the Client by Agency 

Following are the reasons for loosing clients 

a) The client is unhappy with agency's performance. 

b) Clash between Agency and Client on some issue 

c) If the demand made by client, is not possible to achieve. 

d) Lack of communication between agency and client. 

e) When client changes his marketing strategy, he may have to change or give up the agency. 

 

Q-57- What is Compensation? Discuss 

Ans-57- Compensation is a remuneration that would be paid to an ad agency for its services by its 

clients. Compensation may be classified into four major types; 

1) Commission based 

2) Fee agreement (periodical basis) 

3) Incentive based (Most of the clients prefer this method) 



 

 

Generally, most of the ad agencies prefer to accept commission for their services offered to the 

clients. Some of them prefer to have "fee agreement" with their clients which should be compensated 

periodically (half yearly or yearly) for the bouquet of services provided. 

Commission System 

This is the most common and oldest method of remuneration. Agency is paid a fixed commission by 

the media on the ad bill for the ad space bought by the agency. This fixed rate of commission is 

approximately 20 – 25% Though the rate varies from country to country, a rate of 15% is almost 

universal. For E.g. An agency places a full page ad in a magazine, which costs, say, Rs. 10,000/-. 

After the ad has run, the magazine• will bill the agency for Rs. 10,000 - less 15%. This means that the 

agency will pay to the medium Rs. 8,500/-. Agency in turn, will bill the advertiser for Rs. 10,000/ - 

Thus, Rs. 1,500/- will go towards the efforts made and service rendered by the agency in preparation 

of the advertisement and delivery of the medium. 

Fee System 

This system came into effect recently. This system came into effect because the advertiser felt that the 

15% commission rate is very high whereas the agency felt that it is unremunerative to charge less 

than 15%. In the fee system a flat fee is paid to the agency for the service rendered by them. E.g. 

Industrial advertising, involves preparation of catalogues and sales material. Here the fee basis of 

compensation is mostly employed. Fee system is also followed in retail advertising, point of purchase 

advertising etc. 

 Service Charges 

These are added to the cost of materials, and service bought by the agency for the client in the agency 

for the client in all the work – photography, plates etc. Normally, it is cost plus 5%. In practice, 

anyone of the above system adopted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

UNIT-5 

 

Q-58- Discuss about E- Advertising 

Ans- 58-   Meaning 

Internet refers to a set of rules in which two computer network can exchange information With one 

another. It is a hybrid media. This is because, it can work very similar to a newspaper. Net can act as 

information provider or it can act as a direct response media, where by consumer buys the product. It 

has a worldwide linked computer network and acts interactive communication media. As a medium 

of communication, it combines the characteristics of magazine, T. V and also newspaper and hence 

the name hybrid. Two ways communication is possible on account of which, companies can interact 

with customers, suppliers, channel members etc. 

Initially the internet gained its entry through high end people but today it has broadened its base with 

middle class population 

Components 

There are several components of the internet. Of all the components, world wide web (www) is most 

popular and used extensively. Web is used as a marketing communication tool. Today people have 

access to huge data base. Various internet components are (a) Electronic mail abbreviated e-mail, 

which enables people to transmit messages (b) Internet Relay Chat (I.R.C) This enables the people to 

talk electronically in real time with each other (c) Usenet provides a platform to share knowledge (d) 

Gopher is a document retrieval system. (e) Server —This will enable the user to use keywords and to 

retrieve detailed information. Netscape and Microsoft internet explorer are web browsers. Websites 

are designated with http: /, this stands for hypertext transfer protocol or it is the rules for interaction 

between the web browsers and web server. The most common way to gain access to internet is by 

using modem. 

World Wide Web (www) 

This is the most important part of an internet. This is the part of the internet that most people use. In 

fact, for some people "web" and "internet" are synonymous. This has a structure. That is, what is 

called as "client server arrangement". Computer storing the information are called servers or hosts 

and accessing the information is called clients. Clients make a request from a server, the server 

responds by delivering the information to the client. 

Second aspect of the web is the organization of the information itself. Web servers hold a set of pages 

written in a specific format called Hypertext markup language. Each page has an address called a 

URL (Uniform Resource Locater). This consists of host's internet address, followed by the location of 

the file on that server. 

 

 Accessing Pages 

Web pages arc specified to the in one or two ways. (a) Either by entering the URL directly (b) 

Through the process of following a link embedded with previously retrieved pages. In many cases 

pages transferred  will contain several clement E.g. It may contain the text of the page along with 



 

 

HTML command  indicating how that text to be displayed on the screen called formatting. The 

browser will read set of commands and display the text as requested. In addition to this. the page may 

contain one or more images in standard formats. The HTML instructions therefore require the 

browser to request that this “inline" image also transferred to it. However these 2 transfer of 

information are entirely separate, The server system sands only  those things that is asked to send: 

and the server does not maintain a connection to the client. The server"forgets the clients once it has 

sent the requested information. The page may contain many files. Each time however, the browser 

must make an additional request to the server for subsequent information to be transferred. Each 

request for information is called a "hit", and can take a considerable amount of time to be satisfied if 

the server is busy. 

After the total contents of the web page are retrieved, browsers activity has finished and the user is 

ready to view the page. 

Website 

This is where the user of the internet can get information. These sites need to be updated from time to 

time. Also there should be some creative methods to attract the user to visit the site. Websites can just 

be information provider as is the case with business marketing or to do marketing and sales. Website 

can be maintained by a wide range of Internet user as follows: 

 Commercial Organizations: To advertise their products, services. 

 Universities: To give details of course offered faculty members, infrastructure, fees charge etc. 

 Publishers: On line version of magazines/newspaper. 

 Charities: To deliver information to their supporters. 

 Local Government: To provide information on various issues of public interest such as payment of 

taxes, local tourism details etc. 

Overview of website 

 Home users are connected from their P.C to an ISP account via telephone and modem. 

 Web pages are uncovered by using a search engine. 

 Web page can contain audio, graphics or images. 

 The servers do not "remember" from one browser request to the next. The most important step for 

directing customers to website is to register it with as many search engines as possible in order to 

gain visibility and site visits. 

Q-59- What is Electronic Media Advertising? 

Ans-59- The process of advertising products and services is slightly different on the internet and web 

than It is in the traditional media. Advertising on the web does not ensure success if the ad is poor, 

nor will it guarantee the sales of inappropriate products. Most marketing communication use internet 

along the other media to have connectivity with customers websites are brand message expanders. 



 

 

Advertising can be of different types some relatively simple messages claiming advantages or 

uniqueness of a product. It can also do the complex Job of brand image building. Clearly advertising 

involves telling the public some aspects of the product. The fact that if advertising is good, or clearly 

framed, the product will sell is not correct. Advertising should be backed up by a sound marketing 

program. 

Marketing program for example: 

1. Whether more can be sold, if price is reduced. 

  2.   Whether target market needs reminder. 

    3. Whether the product is obsolete as thought by current customers. 

 

Each one of the above marketing program needs different kinds of messages. Therefore in designing 

an advertising mission message, and target audience should be kept in mind. 

Two aspects of target market should be remembered (a) Who are they (b) How do they buy. Target 

market may be specified based on economic, social or psychographic segmentation. For each 

segment, buyer behavior is to be analyzed such as rational buying or emotional buying.  

 

Once the composition of target audience is finalized, design the message. The next item to be 

concentrated by the marketer is the reach.  

This is because; message may reach someone who is not a part of target audience. When the message 

reaches the target audience, it must leave behind positive impressions. Impressions must be effective 

and best measure of this is the ad recall. Whether the audience can remember to have seen the 

advertisement. Sometimes a number of exposures are required for the ad to become effective. 

Elements of E-advertising 

In the web, content is the most important. Some pages may be more attractive than others. These 

pages contain information that interest the users who might be the target audience. Ads on the net are 

likely to change in terms of their content, type of customization and delivery to the consumer. 

Content 

There are 3 types of contents  

(a) Experiential Content 

 (b) Transaction Oriented Content 

(c) Sponsored Content 



 

 

a) Experiential Content: This will allow consumers to "experience" the ownership of a product, 

brand or service. The sole intention is to let the customer test E.g. Customer may feel that he is test 

driving a car or walking inside a shopping mall, as a part of experience. 

b) Transaction Oriented Content: In this case, consumer are invited to purchase directly i.e., ad is 

oriented towards transactions E.g. Someone wants to buy a automobile. He can gather all the 

necessary information from the net, before deciding to buy a particular can so, the net can provide 

product information. Therefore when the customer goes to point of purchase, he is well equipped to 

take a buy decision. 

c) Sponsored Content: These are sponsored ad E.g. Nike sponsoring Golf or Shell sponsoring car 

racing. This type may be straight forward banners or pop up ads. 

Customization 

In order to do customization, information about users are required. Therefore database collection is 

required. Consumer behavior is observed when they put out queries, explore the subjects. Based on 

the segmentation of interested audience, advertising campaign is planned. Those who respond to the 

ad, is followed up. 

A second approach to customization is based on the voluntary information provided by the users. To 

make this method successful, organization will have to offer rewards for providing Personal details. 

Eg. Consumers will provide information if they are the beneficiaries. Once the information is 

gathered, customization becomes easy . 

 

 Delivery 

Internet is the only media that can deliver certain types of message, such as interactive advertisement. 

These new forms will allow advertisers to achieve several objectives, some of them unattainable by 

conventional method. E.g. Two way communication, two way interaction online sale, customization 

for different categories encouraging customer retention. Addressability  and interactivity are features 

which makes internet a superior media. In the internet, advertisers, can do things that are impossible 

in conventional media, such as identify individual user, target and talk to them one at a time and 

resort to 2 way dialogue. 

Q-60- Discuss the Advantages & Limitations  of E-Advertising 

Ans-60-  Advantages of E-Advertising 

1) Measuring effectiveness: This provides an unprecedented opportunity to measure the effectiveness 

of the advertising and to know about their viewers. Internet is for superior compared to other media in 

terms of measuring the impact of advertisement E.g. Measurement available for television, estimates 

the total size of an audience. What they don't do, is to tell the advertiser how many people actually 

saw the ad and what impact it had. On the internet, marketer are able to track click through, page 



 

 

views and lead generated to close the deal in real time. Therefore, measurements are more precise and 

meaningful  than anything available in traditional media. 

2) Access: Secondly, advertisers will be able to access the impact of their ads quite early. This gives 

flexibility to launch the campaign in such a way, that it can be changed before most of the money is 

spent. 

3) Creative: Thirdly if the site is designed creatively, will lead to large traffic through repeat visits to 

the site 

4) Budget: Fourthly smaller companies can ill afford to allocate large budgets. So with small budget 

international exposure is possible. 

5) Targeting the audience: This is a major advantage. Wastage is minimal, only those who are 

interested will visit the site for business to business market this is similar to a trade journal. 

6) Message tailoring: Messages can be designed to appeal the specific needs and wants of the target 

audience. 

7) Interactive capabilities: Site visitors who are interested enough in the company will interact with 

the company to know more. 

8) Sales potential: Because this is a direct response medium, the ability to generate sales is enhanced.) 

Limitation of E-Advertising 

1) Web snarl: Where there is large number of users, the downloading time increase. Those 

for whom, speed is a major criteria, it proves to be a disadvantage. 

2) Clutter: Due to clutter, so of the ad's might go unnoticed 

3) Privacy: Internet marketers should not intrude into the privacy of users 

4) Measurement Problem: It is very difficult to know the effectiveness of this media 

5) Audience characteristics: The web is not meant for everybody. Even in the most developed 

countries, only 10 to 15%, of the people use web for purchasing. 

6) Potential for deception: Some times, the advertisers attempt to target children with subtle 

advertising messages. This may have an ill effect on them and therefore might be misleading. 

7) Cost: For a low priced item, like soap or toiletries, the web would be a costly affair. Whereas for 

high ticket item, web would be a good place. 

8) Quality: Web do not reflect the high quality of TV broadcasting. 

 

 Q-61- Discuss in brief about BUYING ELECTRONIC MEDIA 

Ans-61- In traditional media one advertising goal or objective is pursued at a time. E.g. changing 

attitudes. In internet several different goals are pursued simultaneously In the same way, standard 

price is used in traditional media. Such as CPM (Cost of Exposing a Message to thousand viewers of 

T. V or news print). 

In internet, price varies. There are several pricing mechanism E.g. Pack per click-through, lead, and 

transaction generated or conventional CPM. Therefore, we can say that internet advertising is multi 

tiered based on the results and tied to marketer’s objective. We can have 3 pricing mechanism. 

 (a) Exposure (b) Response (c) Action. 



 

 

a) Pricing per Exposure: In this system, advertisers will want to pay only for number of impression or 

ad view on their target customers. Publishers will eagerly search for ways to extract premium 

exposure rates. 

b) Price per Response: In this system, price is established based on consumer responses such as click-

through. Prices will vary according to the types of user a site attracts, and how much advertisers are 

willing to pay for getting access to them. 

c) Pricing per Action: A site publisher might charge an advertiser more for a consumer who 

downloads than for one who merely clicks on a banner. How much a web publisher charges the 

advertisers for the value they receive is likely to make the difference between profit and loss. When a 

lead is generated, the site would charge the advertiser/manufacturer. Products have different rates. 

These major pricing mechanism is sales commission or fees charges per action, Risk sharing is an 

important aspect in Internet advertising. Result or action based pricing gives the marketers the 

opportunity to shift some of the risk of failure to sites or agencies. Broadcasters in traditional media 

usually not inclined to take this kind of risk. However internet publishers should find risk sharing 

attractive, if it is properly priced. This could boost the advertising revenues on which their success 

depends. 

Q-62- What are the different TYPES OF ONLINE ADS? 

Ans-62- There are many alternatives available to the marketers to post advertising message on the 

web. Company establishes a corporate home page. These pages clearly identify the company and its 

brand. Creativity of the message design is important to draw customer’s attention. Come of the online 

advertisement are the following.) 

 Banner ads 

 Pop Ups 

 Corporate Home page. 

 Sponsorship 

 E mail 

Banner Ads 

Banner advertisements are a small, graphics link placed on a web page. User can click on the ad. He 

will be taken to the web site. Technology is available to instantly identify website visitors. 2 persons 

can view the same page at the same time. Sites such as Yahoo will have banner advertisement. 

Usually banner advertisements are placed in a high traffic websites where many visit. Also banner 

ads are placed on sites that attract specific market. E.g. Ad for bull workers or abs-reducer should be 

placed in a site which provides information on health. By doing this, marketer can focus on target 

audience. 



 

 

Banner Positioning 

Positioning of the banner on the page itself is very important. Webpage need not fit comfortably into 

a single screen. It may run into several screenfuls to read the whole page, user must therefore do 'page 

down" through the text. 

Pop-Ups 

When the user access the internet, a small window appears. Such windows are called pop – ups. 

When the surfer wants to go to certain site, he has to pass or wade through an ad page first. This is 

quite annoying. Despite these disadvantages, more & more sites are offering this type of ad 

Sponsorship 

This is another form of advertising. There are 2 types of sponsorship. Regular sponsorship & content 

sponsorship. In the later case the content is provided by the sponsor. 

 

E-mail 

Through e-mail, customizing the message is possible. It is inexpensive customers permission and 

concurrence is a must for a e-mail campaign. Customers who opt-in give permission for e-mail from a 

particular company or brand to be sent to them. They don't consider this as an unsolicited e-mail. In 

order to get customers for opt-in, companies offer sweep stakes, or some reward. Opt in strategies 

have 2 benefits. First is, that they have a person who is interested in the product category. Secondly 

when a person gets into opt-in category, companies ask questions, so that they have a better idea 

about the customer’s lifestyle, demographic details so that the needs and wants can be anticipated. 

Also there is opt-out email. This is a series of messages sent out by the company. This will continue 

to be sent to customer until notified to stop. 

 

Q-63- Discuss about INTERNET AND IMC 

Ans-63-  

Personal Selling Through Internet 

Net advertising can be used to support the sales force effort. Personal selling being very expensive, 

use of web to increase sales can go a long way in cutting the cost. This is especially true of business 

to business. Web provides two distinct advantages over personal selling (a) Lower cost (b) Better 

reach. Web provides fund of information to the customer about company's product and services. The 

company in turn gets useful leads which a sales force can follow. In case the product to be bought 

needs to be tried by the customer, net can provide the sample. If the customer is satisfied with the 

sample, the customer can ask the salesman to visit for more details. This both time and costs are 

saved. Net also helps the company to maintain relationship with its customers. 



 

 

Public Relations Through Net 

Not many companies use net for Public relation. However it can be used to carry on public relation 

activities such as providing information about the company, its contribution to society, social work 

undertaken, annual reports, future plans etc. The company can maintain good relationship with media. 

In case of nonprofit organization, fund raising for a social cause could be done through the net. For 

example CRY uses net to raise funds from the public for underprivileged children , 

www.giveindia.org also raise funds through the net on behalf of 100 NGO'S 

Direct Marketing Through Net 

Net can be used to target specific group customer by messages specially meant to the target group. 

Musical cassettes, books, magazine, health care equipment property sale are some of the products 

where net can be used effectively. 

Sales promotion through net: 

Net can be used for sales promotion company. May offer different types of incentives to promote the 

products contest, sweep stakes, discount, rebate, coupons etc all these are different forms of 

promotions that can be offered. For example www.ebay.in.www.yahoo.com, www.yahoo.co.in etc. 

are few companies offer various products and services on discounts and other benefits. 

 

 

Q-64- Discuss the PERCEPTION AND CONSUMER DECISION MAKING PROCESS 

Ans-64- Perception is the mental that the customer has about a product or a service. Customer’s 

perception is influenced by various sources of information and exposure that he is subjected to. 

Perception depends upon the experience, needs, moods, expectations of a customer. There are three 

processes in perception namely a) selective attention b) selective retention and c) selective distortion) 

a) Selective Attention This is a process in which the consumer will attend to only sure stimuli. 

Consumer is exposed to a huge amount of stimuli every day. He cannot recall all that is exposed 

during the day. This is screened out by a process called selective attention. This means that the 

advertiser must make a considerable effort to get their messages —noticed. This is done by using 

colour, pictures, sound, etc. The latest "sprite" ad on TV using a crow trying to drink and "Moonlight 

mobile" of L.G. are examples of ad causing selective attention. 

People may be exposed to a tremendous amount of daily stimuli. A person cannot recall all that he is 

exposed during the day. It is screened out by a process called selective attention. Selective attention 

means, marketers have to work hard to attract consumers notice. The real challenge is "which stimuli 

people will notice". Come of the research findings on selective attention is as follows: 

 People are more likely to notice stimuli that relate to a current need. Eg. A person who is 

motivated to buy a TV will notice TV Ads. 

 People are more likely to notice stimuli that they anticipate. Eg. You are more likely to notice 

washing machine than TV in a TV shop because, you do not expect the shop to carry washing 

machine. 



 

 

 People are more likely to notice stimuli whose deviations are large compared to normal size of the 

stimuli. Eg. You are more likely to notice an Ad offering Rs.500 discount than another ad offering 

Rs.50 as discount. 

b) Selective Retention 

Most of what is learnt is forgotten. The consumers will retain only those information that supports 

their attitude & beliefs. In selective retention, they are likely to remember good points mentioned 

about the product which we are using and would like to forget good points mentioned about 

competing products. Selective retention explains why marketers send repetitive message to the target 

market. E.g. If you possess a Hero Honda Bike or would like to buy one about which you have a 

positive attitude, any advertisement of Hero Honda will be a part of selective retention, Many other 

ads of two wheeler may not find a place in the mental framework.) 

c) Selective Distortion 

Selective distortion is a tendency to twist the information or interpret the information in a way that 

will fit your pre-conception: E.g. An ad seen which reads as "Limited consumption of alcohol is 

sometimes good for health". If a reader of the ad happens to be a consumer of alcohol, he would 

discount all the bad effects of alcohol and would prefer to consume alcohol using the above 

advertisement to support his views. 

d) Sublimical Perception  

"Advertisers know that consumers use selective perception to filter out all unwanted advertising 

messages. Therefore, they employ various creative tactics to get their message noticed. One of the 

controversial tactics used by advertisers is to appeal to the consumer’s sub-conscious. Subliminal 

perception refers to the ability to perceive a stimulus that is below the level of consciousness. In this 

method, consumer perceives things without being consciously aware of them. This is also known as 

hidden persuaders. E.g. "Suiting for the connoisseur like you" by Digjam. The ad emphasizes you 

expert knowledge with respect to taste and choice in clothing with Digjam 

Q-65- Discuss the factors that influence the consumer behaviour  

Ans-65- The following are the various external factors which influence the consumer behavior. 

1) Culture; 2) Sub-culture 3) Social class 4) Reference Group 5) Situational determinants 

 

1) Culture 

Among those that affect behavior, culture is very important aspect which decides the wants and 

influences the behavior. We belong and adopt Indian culture. Within us there are sub-cultures based 

on religion, language etc. The kind of dress, we wear, food habits, celebrating religious functions is a 

part of sub-culture. The functions are a part of sub-culture. The marketer should identify and target 

each sub-culture group to satisfy their needs and wants. The cultural aspects can be studied under the 

following: Family system, Costumes. Food habits. Language, Literacy, Caster system, Festivals 



 

 

 Family system: India is known for joint family. It is a social institution where people live together 

under one roof. Head of the family is called as the Kartha. He is the “supreme judge”. Being a joint 

family, the personal interest and the common interest of the family is well taken care of. This system 

is prevailing even today in rural India, not so much in urban India. Here, the relevant factors which a 

marketer should note are; a) decision making is by Kartha b) income to be spent IS not only for one 

but for the entire family. 

 Costumes: Various dresses arc worn by the people in various parts of the country, North Indian 

girls traditionally dress up in salwar kameez whereas South Indian girls are found wearing sari and 

blouse. These traditional values inculcated by the ancestors must be recognized by the marketers 

 Food habits: Different pattern of food consumed by different people in various parts of the 

country. This factor has to be taken into account by the marketer while starting any eatery E.g. In a 

place like Gujarat vegetarianism is predominant and hence non-vegetarianism may not find enough 

takers. Whereas this is quite the opposite in Bengal 

 Language: Language is a medium of communication. India is known to have multiple languages 

and countless dialects. For the marketer this is very important because any advertisement and 

promotion to be done should be in language understood by the locals 

 Religion: Like language, there are many religions in India. The most important of them is 

Hinduism, Islam, Christianity, Buddhism, Jainism etc. Each of these religions celebrates differently. 

Customs and traditions are different and hence a good understanding of the religion and sentiments 

are very important for a marketer. 

 Festival: Festival is a part and parcel of Indian culture. Festivals celebrated have mythological 

overtones. Consumers spend a lot of money on items such as cloths, ornaments, furniture, eatables, 

gift items etc. Therefore, marketer must understand and plan to advertise and send promotional 

messages and distribution according to the festival. 

2) Sub-culture 

Sub-culture is a set of beliefs, attitudes, habits that are shared by a subset of society and transmitted 

from generation to generation within each subse9 Marketers have begun to segment the entire group 

into sub-culture group that are homogenous in the ways of behaving. Eg. Some communities do not 

accept non-vegetarian food while some other communities accept it even among the Hindus. 

3) Social Class 

Social class indicates income, occupation, education and area of residence. Social classes differ in 

their dress, speech, recreation preferences. E.g. We can stratify Indian population into following  

social classes, a) Upper class b) Upper middle c) Middle class d) Lower middle e) Lower. 

The following is the characteristics of the social class mentioned as above. 

a) People belonging to two different social classes as above behave differently. 

b) People belonging to different classes as above are perceived as superior or inferior class. 

c) Each of the social class above is described by a set of variables like occupation, wealth,  

(i) Income, instead of one variable 

(ii) It is also possible for an individual to move from one social class to another up or down during 

their life time 



 

 

d) Social classes show distinct product and brand preferences in many areas such as clothing, 

furnishing, automobiles. Some marketers focus their marketing effort towards one particular social 

class. E.g. West End, Taj Residency target upper class whereas a fast food restaurant targets middle 

class. 

Similarly, TV channel like news, stock markets attract upper class, where as dance and drama are 

preferred by middle class. 

 

Languages play a vital role. Therefore, advertiser has to compose copy and dialogue in such a way 

that the targeted audience understands it. 

In addition to the above, consumers behavior is influenced by other social factors such as  

a) Reference groups b) family c) status etc. 

4) Reference Groups 

  Reference groups are those with whom the person has face to face or indirect contact. This reference 

group has a direct influence on the person's attitude or behavior. 

 Some reference groups such as family, friends, neighbors and co-workers with whom the person 

interacts continuously and informally is called primary group. 

  People also belong to secondary group such as professional, religious, trade union group. Person 

will have less interaction with this group. 

These reference groups influence the person in three ways. 

a) New behavior and life style 

b) Change of attitudes 

c) Create pressure so that the person may change his views about a product or a brand 

   Family 

Family is the most important consumer buying organization in the society. Family members 

constitute the most important primary reference group. We can distinguish between two families in 

buyer's life. A) Life with parents b) Life With spouse and children. The early part of one's life will be 

with parents. During this stage, persons buying decision will be greatly influenced by parents. The 

attitude towards religious, culture etc., are derived from parents. If grown up children are living with 

parents and then their influence can be substantial. 

Marketer should know the role, and relative influence of the husband, wife and children in the 

purchase of variety of products. E.g. Indian society is patriarchal society where father is the head of 

the family. Most major purchase decisions are taken by him. In the later, it is the husband who takes 

all major purchase decisions. Of late, women are gaining power in the household. 



 

 

  Role and Status 

A person participates in; many groups — family, club, organizations. The persons position in each 

group can be defined in terms of role and status. A role consists of the activities that a person is 

expected to perform. Each role carries status. E.g. A Supreme Court Justice has a higher status than a 

Sales Manager. A Sales Manager has better status than an office clerk. People choose products which 

communicates their role and status in society. 

Personal Factors 

  Personal factors influence buying decision. They include a) Buyer's age b) Stage in the life cycle 

d) Occupation d) Economic circumstances e) Life style f) Personality.  

Various Stage in the  

  People buy goods at different point of time in their life. They eat baby food in the early years. Most 

food in the growing and mature years and special diet in the later years. Tastes in cloths, furniture, 

and recreation are also age related. 

Marketers often choose life cycle group as their target market. The life cycle is as below:  

a) Bachelor state young single 

b) Newly married - young - no children 

c) Stage --- I -- youngest child under six 

d) Stage — 2 youngest child is over six. 

e) Older married coupled with dependent children 

Retired: Marketers must pay close attention to changing life circumstances divorce, remarried, their 

consumption behavior is different. 

Occupation and Economic Consideration 

Occupation influences a person's consumption pattern. A blue color worker will buy work clothes, 

work shoes, lunch boxes. A. V.P of a company will buy expensive suit, club membership, air tickets. 

Marketers must identify this. A company can even specialize its products for certain occupational 

group. E.g. Computer software company can design different products for engineers, lawyers, 

doctors.) 

Life Style 

Life style refers to a person's pattern of living. Market researchers must find the relationship between 

product and life style. Psycho graphics is a science of measuring and categorizing consumer life 

styles. The measurement of life style is known as VALS (Value and Life Style)  

Based on the life style, we can classify as follows: 

 l.       Believers — conservatives, conventional, National 

2. Strivers — uncertain, they try to imitate healthy people 



 

 

3. Makers -- Practical, self-sufficient, family oriented. Favours products which has some purpose 

4. Strugglers Resigned, elderly, passive, cautious 

5. Achievers — Work oriented, looking for prestige products 

Experiencers: Young enthusiastic, rebellious, spend a comparatively high proportion of their income 

on clothing, fast food, music movies, video. 

Personality and Self concept 

Each person has distinct personality that influence buying behavior Personality is often defined by 

such traits as a) self confident b) dominant c) autonomy d) adaptability etc. Marketers try to develop 

brand image that match the target markets self image It is possible that a person's actual self concept 

(how he/she views herself differs from his/her other concept (how he/she thinks other see her) which 

self is he or she is going to make use of while making a purchase. 

Psychological Factors 

A person's buying choice is influenced by psychological factor. There are four major psychological 

factors a) Motivation b) Perception c) Learning d) Beliefs and attitudes. 

Motivation 

A person has many needs at any given time. Some needs are biogenic i.e., they arise from 

psychological states of tension like thirst, hunger, anxiety Other needs are psychogenic. They are 

needs for recognition, esteem, belongingness etc. 

A need becomes motive when it is raised to a sufficient level of intensity It is this motive, that makes 

a person to act. 

Perception 

Perception is the process by which an Individual selects, organizes and interprets information inputs 

to create a meaningful picture of the world. 

 

Perception Varies with Individuals 

cone person might perceive that, a fast talking salesman as aggressive and not sincere, another may 

think that, he is intelligent and helpful. People may emerge with different perceptions of the same 

object, because of three perceptual processes namely a) selective attention b) selective distortion c) 

selective retention. 

Learning 

Learning is an individual behavior of a person arising from experience. Most human behaviors are 

learnt. E.g. You buy a HP computer. It your experience is rewarding, your response to computers and 

HP will be positively reinforced. Later on, when you want to buy a printer, you may assume that 

because HP makes good computers, they also make good printers. In other words, you generalize 

based on your learning. 



 

 

Learning theory helps marketers to build demand for a product. A new company can enter market by 

appealing the same way as that of a competitor, because buyers are already used to the message of the 

competitor. 

Beliefs and Attitudes 

Belief is a description that a person holds about something. Belief may be based on knowledge, 

opinion or faith. Manufacturers and marketers are very much interested in the belief people carry, 

about the product and service.  Based on the belief, marketers plan their strategy. If some beliefs are 

wrong, the marketer would want to launch a campaign to correct these beliefs. 

Attitude 

Attitude can be positive or negative. People have attitudes towards almost everything.  

A) Cloths b) Music c) Food d) TV show. Attitude put the people into a frame of mind of liking or 

disliking an object, moving towards it or away from it. 

(The marketer must fit his product into existing attitudes rather than to try to change people's 

attitudes.) 

 

 

 

Q-66- Discuss about the Sitiational Factor in Consumer Behaviour. 

Ans-66- Consumer behavior is also influenced by time constraints, availability constraints, usage 

pattern, etc. E.g. When advertisement is heard at home when the consumer is alone, he is likely to 

register the same in his mind better than when the same advertisement is seen by him in the company 

of his friends when there was distraction. In the latter case, the consumer may dot have paid enough 

attention to the advertisement. Similarly, in case of availability constraint, the customer must switch 

over to an alternative. 

Q-67- Discuss about the CONSUMER DECISION MAKING PROCESS 

Ans-67- Consumer behavior can be defined as a process in which the people engage themselves for 

searching, selecting, purchasing, and evaluating the product or services which satisfies their needs. 

For some products, purchase decisions are long and detailed information is required. E.g. If the value 

of the product is high and there are many alternatives available, decision process takes time Marketers 

success depends on "how well they understand the consumer behavior". This is because, the marketer 

must know, how customer collects the information and what motivates him to buy. There are five 

stages in the consumer decision making and they are as follows: 

a)  Problem recognition 

b) Information search 

c) Evaluation of alternatives 

d) Purchase decision 

e) Post purchase evaluation 



 

 

The internal factors responsible for consumer decision process arc, 

a) Motivation 

b) Perception 

c) Attitude formation 

d) Learning etc. 

Sources of problem recognition The following are the reasons for problem recognition: 

 Out of stock: Problem recognition occur when the consumer’s existing supply of stock gets over 

and he needs replacement.  Since the decision about existing product, the decision making is simple 

& routine 

 Dissatisfaction: Problem recognition is created when customer is dissatisfied with the current 

product or service. Advertisement will help the customer to locate newer products to satisfy his 

needs.  

 

 Need:  Problem recognition starts when the buyer recognizes a need. The need can be triggered by 

internal or external stimuli. E.g. hunger. thirst are internal stimuli. A person admires a neighbors new 

car or passes a bakery and sees freshly, baked bread that stimulates hunger. This is an external stimuli 

. “Your future it in our hands”.  Emphasis the need for  insurance. 

 

 Related products: Problem recognition can also be stimulated by the purchase of a product. For 

E.g. You have purchased new camera. This will lead to recognition of the need for accessories such 

as a) carrying case. b) Wider angle lens etc. Similarly, you buy a corrupter. This will require a 

software or additional hardware for recognition. 

 

 Marketer induced problem recognition: Another source of problem recognition is that marketers  

action that encourages the consumer not to be content with the existing product or service. In this 

scenario, advertisement induces to create additional need such as a newly joined employee' needs a 

new wardrobe to stack his clothes. ‘Now make tea in seconds without boiling". This is the Ad of 

instant, tea. Here new product is replacing the old product  

 

 New products:  Problem recognition can also occur when innovative products are introduced and 

brought to the attention of the consumers. E.g.  Marketers of mobile phones can tell a customer as to 

“Why they need to change their mobile"? Marketers attempt to create problem recognition among the 

customers may not always be successful. This is because the consumer may not sec a problem or a 

need for the product that the marketer is selling. 

E.g. “Discover the breathtaking colors of LG Technology. " A new home  video ad. Philips epilator 

ad etc 

 Information search : This is a step to consumer decision making. Once consumer  perceives a 

problem or a need that can satisfy him, he is searching for information needed to make a purchase 



 

 

decision. The initial search is what is known as internal search. Internal search means trying to recall 

the memory of the past experience or the knowledge acquired by various methods. 

Q-68- Discuss about the Complexity of Consumer Buying Decisions 

Ans-68- Consumer Behavior 

The effort of all advertising is to influence peoples buying behavior. The success of planned 

advertising cannot be guaranteed since human beings are involved. Each individual behaves 

differently thereby making mass behavior unpredictable. Some of the behavior which we can see are 

 Some be easily persuade. 

 Some can control emotions.  

 Some people prefer loneliness 

 Some people are crazy of material things. 

 Some spend the money carefully 

All the above affect consumer behavior firstly people attitude, belief and performance change. 

Secondly behavior is inconsistent and difficult to predict. Thirdly people are unable to explain their 

own behavior. One person may say, I liked it, so I bought it. Another may say “price was attractive, 

so I bought it. Even if people know, the reason for their behavior, they will not tell, due to fear. E.g. 

A person purchasing a particular hair oil will not say that, the reason for purchasing is fear of getting 

bald due to shame 

Needs and Motives 

Purchasing action is driven by either conscious or unconscious need of the customer often 

combination of motives underline the behavior in making decision. People have different needs and 

different motives. Different products might satisfy different needs for different people, and it is not 

clear which need or needs a product is satisfying. 

Psychologists have categorized need in different way. Maslow developed hierarchy of needs theory 

Maslow theory is as follows 

Maslow's Theory 

According to Maslow, human needs are arranged in a hierarchy i.e., from most pressing to least 

pressing. In order of importance 

1. Psychological needs. 

2. Safety need 

3. Social need 

4. Esteem need 

5. Self actualization needs 



 

 

People try to satisfy their most important need first, when a person succeeds in satisfying an 

important need, that need  will cease being a current motivator, and the person will try to satisfy the 

next most important need. For e.g.: A starving person will not be interested in the results of a cricket 

match. But when he has enough to eat, next most important need will surface.  The above will be of 

great help to their products, and plan their at different marketers to targets to people level. 

 

Psychological Needs; These are required to preserve human life. These are food, clothing and 

shelter. These needs to be met at least partly before higher level needs emerge. They exert 

tremendous influence on behavior. They are the most powerful of motivating stimuli, for we must 

satisfy most of them in order to survive. These are fundamental needs. Maslow pointed out "Man 

lives by bread alone", when there is no bread. 

Some of the features of psychological needs are: 

1) In many cases, they can be identified with a particular organ in the body — hunger stomach 

2) These needs do not act as motivators. 

3) Physiological needs are essentially finite. An individual demands only a particular amount of these 

needs. After reasonable satisfaction they no longer are demanded and hence are not motivational. 

4) These needs are repeatedly need to be fulfilled. 

Safety Needs 

Once psychological needs are satisfied, the need for safety or security arises. These include 

1) Protection from psychological dangers ( fire, accidents )  

2) Economical security ( Insurance ) 

Example: 

a) Insure your life for a safer tomorrow — Insurance company 

b)  Detol antiseptic liquid protects you from infection 

c) Retrenchment — needs protection 

Maslow stressed emotional as well as physical safety. Safety needs are primarily satisfied through 

economic behavior. Organization can influence these security needs either positively through pension 

schemes, insurance plans — or negatively by arousing fear of being laid off) Safety needs are 

motivational only if they are unsatisfied. 

Social needs 

After the 2 lower order needs are fulfilled, the higher order need like social or love need become 

important motivators of behavior. Man wants to belong, to associate, gain acceptance from associates, 

to give and receive friendship and affection. Social need provide meaning to work life. No individual 

should like to be treated like a machine. Eg. (l) BPL mobile helps you to keep in touch with family 

and friends wherever they are (2) Buy a handset and talk to seven continents. 

Esteem needs 

Esteem need are tow fold in nature a) Self Esteem b) Esteem of other, self esteem needs include those 

of achievements, competence, self respect, knowledge. The second group of esteem needs is those 

that are related to ones reputation. Needs for status, recognition and appreciation are several of the 



 

 

esteem needs.) They do not become motivators until the lower level needs are reasonably satisfied. It 

is fact that this need is rarely satisfied. E.g. (l) Life is full of twists and turns. Aren't you glad you 

drive “Esteem”  

(2) Ownership of omega watch is a sign of excellence (3) Omega Schumacher’s choice, sign of 

excellence, Rado etc. 

Self actualization needs 

This is a need for releasing one's own potentialities. This deals with self development. Self 

actualization is the growth need. The implications are that, as we move up the ladder, the input or 

marketing becomes more and more deep. Motivation at each level is important for the marketer since 

motivation explains the "why" of the behavior. It is this motivation that makes the individual to act in 

a particular way. These motives range from mere biological desires like hunger and thirst to the most 

advanced scientific pursuits like landing on the moon or mars. 

IGNOU :- Distance education program, encourages you to further your knowledge. 

 

Q-69- Discuss about CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR V/S COMMUNICATION OBJECTIVES BY 

THE     MARKETER 

Ans-69- The advertising communication to be sent to the buyer by marketer depends on the product 

and buying behavior of the consumer. There are 4 types of buying and therefore 4 different 

communication objective should be set. They are : 

 Complex buying behavior 

 First develops beliefs about the product 

 Develops attitude about the product 

 Makes a choice. 

 Acquire Belief— End up with a set of attitude 

 Learn — feel — do is the sequence adopted in buying. Eg. Computer or Automobile purchase. 

High involvement because 

 Significant difference in brands 

 Risky 

 Expensive product 

 Buying is infrequent 

 Tell the brand benefit. 

  Communication Objective by Marketer 

 Assist buyer in Learning about the product 

 Highlight attributes of the product . 

  Differentiate the brand feature . 

  Tell the brand benefit. 

  Dissonance reducing buying behavior 

 High involvement but very little or no difference between brands. 



 

 

 Shop Around and learn "what is available" but buy based on price or 

purchase convenience 

 Do-Learn-Feel : is the sequence followed in buying. E.g. Carpet or a 

Sofa set or furniture purchase. 

 Communication Objective by Marketers 

 Supply information which helps the customer towards belief. 

 Help in evaluation so that the customer feels that he has taken a good decision thereby reducing the 

dissonance. 

Habitual Buying Behaviour 

 Low involvement and absence of brand difference E.g. Salt — Very little involvement by 

customer 

 Buy the product again and again. No brand loyalty but repeat purchase makes it into a habit 

Low Involvement Because 

 Low price 

 No risk . 

  Frequently bought 

 Brand is insignificant 

Learn-Do — feel is the sequence followed in buying 

1) Customers don't search for information about the product. 

2) Do not evaluate the characteristics of the products in pre purchase strategy 

3) Customers are passive Receivers of information. Ad creates brand familiarity. 

            Buying process: Fixed brand belief acquired by passive learning followed by purchase, 

followed by evaluation in post purchase stage. 

Communication Objective by Marketers 

 l)  Use price and sales promotion to stimulate product trial 

 2) Convert low involvement into moderate involvement by 

i) Linking the product to some issue problems like: Iodized salt — good to prevent disease or 

toothpaste to avoid cavities 

 ii). Link the product to some features like: Drink containing vitamin/proteins/complain). 

iii). Link the product to the time of the day — like coffee / tea to shake of sleepiness. 

Variety Seeking Buying Behavior 

Low involvement but significant difference in brands. This buying behavior leads to brand switching. 

Buy product — taste it — evaluate — E.g.: Chocolates. 



 

 

Next time you try different brand. Here brand switching is more for the sake of variety rather than 

satisfaction. 

Communication Objective 

Try to use a strategy that will bring habitual buying by dominating shelf space. 

1)   Avoid out of stock condition. 

 2) Sponsor frequent Reminder Advertising 

3) Offer coupons, free samples, lower prices. Emphasizes this aspect in the Ad, 

 

Q-70- What is Creativity? Discuss the steps involved in planning creative strategy 

Ans-70- Creativity refers to the "generation and presentation of novel ideas, differently, innovatively 

across the target audience". Therefore, creativity refers to eye catching illustrations that can create a 

recall value. Advertising creativity refers to conversion of ideas, to be used, to solve communication 

problems Diagram clearly shows the miles of difference between I and 2. 

 

STEPS INVOLVED IN PLANNING CREATIVE STRATEGY 

 

 Product / service : To exhibit product/service across the target audience. 

While portraying the product, the target audience must understand that this product is exclusively 

meant to satisfy their needs and wants. The advertisement/message should not be complicated since 

any complicated message will confuse and mislead the target audience. 

E.g. Use of devil in Onida. 

 Must contain powerful idea: The campaign must have a powerful idea and it should revolve around 

products proposed to the target audience. The idea should be able to attract the target group. 

E.g. I Fevi quik "Fishing advertisement" effectively shows the uniqueness of the product. 

 E.g. 2 Fevi quik - "A truck fully loaded with people traveling on a rough terrain in Rajasthan". 

E.g. 3 Advertisement for Chandrika Soap "The soap for all seasons, popular in India and abroad". 

 Creating unexpected impact: Normally audience will give attention to those advertisements that 

shows unexpected events or which is abnormal in nature. 

E.g. "Pepsi" - Advertisement which shows the football match between "Sumo Wrestlers" and "Soccer 

players". 

 Portraying brand personality(facilitating attitude creation): A powerful idea and execution style 

must create uniqueness in a product or a service. 



 

 

 Should be visually stunning: Now-a-days, most of the ads spend millions for creating visually 

stunning advertisements. This is done to create attention and recall value among target audience."Me 

- too" advertisements would have less impact compared to eye catching commercial. E.g. A 

commercial produced by Samsung during world cup in South Africa was simply outstanding. "Hum 

be hai hum Samsung"  

 Should focus on central theme, Most commercial must have a   central theme and appeal that 

delivers a message to the target audience. This will help in differentiating the products from that of 

competitor. 

 Portrays the benefit offered to target audience ( persuasion value ): It is needless to say that every 

advertisement must contain a message that focuses on the benefits offered by the product to the 

audience. Every potential customer would look for material benefit from the product that satisfies him 

and that should justify the price paid by him.)  

E.g. "Opel Corsa" portrays the benefit offered to "the target group (quantitative benefit such as price, 

free insurance, free service, etc) 

 Satisfies subliminal desires of the target audience (satisfying the inert wants): This is the mother of 

all that an ad should contain to deliver to the target group. Each commercial ought to have a content 

that should focus on satisfying subliminal desire of potential customer. 

E.g. I "Lux Soap" portrays celebrities "cine stars" and "beauty queens" to make the target group to 

feel the glamour. 

E.g. 2 "Sun Silk Shampoo" ad. 

Q-71- What are the factors affecting the success / failure of IMC? 

Ans-71- FACTORS AFFECTING THE SUCCESS FAILURE OF IMC 

a) Challenging and innovative:  The integrated marketing communication campaign must  consider a 

vital point while developing a series of ad under one umbrella (campaign). The campaign must 

challenging and Innovative in nature. Ultimately, it should be different  and unique compared 

 competitors. 

b) Creative personnel : Creative brains play a vital role in success / failure of any IMC campaign 

 

  Q-72- Write the stages in creative process 

  Ans-72- The creative process has  Simple steps. 

Immersion: Put yourself in the problem - Gathering information through background research, 

Digestion: Do your homework, thinking. rethinking - Take the information and work it out 

Incubation: Look at the problem with subconscious mind. 

1) Illumination: Birth of new ideas  



 

 

2) Reality or verification: Refining and polishing the idea and if you can improve it. 

  Q-73- Discuss the elements of Creative Strategy 

  Ans- 73-  Copy platform specifies the basic elements of creative  strategy  

Copy Platform: Different agencies call this document by different names. Some of them call It as 

creative blueprint and some other call as work plan. It the job of an Account Executive or a Manager 

in the ad agency usually prepares a copy platform. The ad manager or the marketing manager from 

the client side ultimately approve the copy platform The following are the contents of copy platform: 

a ) The issue that the advertising must address b) Advertising and communication objectives ( key 

benefit the message need to communicate) c) Target audience d) Major selling idea c) Creative 

strategy statement (message theme and massage appeal). 

1) The issue the advertising  must address : When a particular commercial is prepared. It should 

contain basic problem or issue which should be communicated to the target group 

2) Advertising and communication objectives ( key benefit the message need to communicate): The 

ad should fulfill both advertising & communication objective i.e. providing maximum reach as well 

as maximum awareness. 

3) Target Audience: The ad should  be prepared to focus on the target audience 

4) Major selling idea or key benefit to communicate: The ad should contain the cont that ought to 

convey the message on the benefits offered by the product to the target group. 

5) Unique selling proposition (USP): The  concept of unique selling proposition refers to "why a 

product should be bought and what benefit will it provide”. This proposition must be one that the 

competitor either cannot or does not offer.' It must be unique m the product. The proposition must be 

strong enough to make the customer to move towards the product. E.g. "Zenith Refrigerator" - The 

ultimate in cold storage or "De Beers" - A diamond forever . Both the above indicate the USP in the 

respective products. 

6) Creating a brand image: Proper ad to popularize brand name to the target group is necessary. 

Brands differentiate product from its competitors. Brands help target group to differentiate their 

products from other substitutes. Brand means "brand reliability, attitude, name, and a desire about a 

product which a potential customer would like to buy without much analysis". E.g. 1 "Timex" - It 

takes licking and keeps on ticking. E.g. 2 "BMW" - The ultimate driving machine Eg. 3 "Rexona" 

The all weather beauty soap) 

7) Finding the inherent drama: This involves using dramatic elements to emphasize product or service 

features. Usage of some small inside story in the commercial to create attention and recall value about 

the product among the target group is known as inherent drama. 

8) Positioning: The companies must use proper positioning for their products in commercials. This 

will have an impact in the top of the mind of the target group.. 

9) Strategy statement (Message theme and message appeal):  To create attention and recall 

value, is important E.g. "Bajaj" communicates its service to the nation and how it respects the culture 

of the country through emotional appeal "Hamara Bajaj" or "Desh ki dadkan" by Hero Honda. 



 

 

All the above are' the major selling ideas that will impact in the mind of the target group. Ad of above 

type will increase the attention and recall value. 

Creative strategy: Implementation - Appeals and execution styles of implementing the creative 

strategy. 

Q-74- What is Advertising Appeal? 

Ans-74- Appeal can be studied under two parts l) Ad appeal 2) Ad execution appeal 

Ad Appeal  

"Approach used to attract the attention of the consumers to influence their feelings, and attitudes 

towards the product which is called as advertising appeal. Advertising appeal is "something which 

moves the people,  speaks to their wants and needs and excites their interest". 

 Use of research: A company  manufactures cell phone is planning to introduce another model to its 

line initial research showed that certain appeals might be considered for the campaign as suggested by 

product manager. 

1) Phone is sleek and light weight. 

2) Has camera and FM as additional feature 

3) Accessories such as hand free attachment will be provided. 

4) Colored Display. 

5) Construction is rigid. 

Ad Execution Appeal 

It deals with the way ad appeal is presented i.e.  the manner in which the ad is presented is known as 

ad execution appeal. One may use humor, brand personality animation etc. to present an ad. 

     Advertising Appeal 

Ad appeal can be classified into two major categories a) Rational appeal b) Emotional appeal 

Components of Rational appeal 

The following are the components of rational appeal that should be displayed while preparing 

commercials: a) Practical, b) Functional, c) Utility of the product, d) Feature of the product, e) 

Benefits of the product, f) Reasons for buying the products. Examples for the above are as follows: 

Emotional appeal 

Emotional appeal must contain the following component while preparing the commercials a) 

psychological need and b) to achieve Inner satisfaction by buying products 

 Psychological need/ want .E.g.  Women express herself in many languages. Vimal is one of them. 

E.g. 2 "God has created women for beauty and man has made sarees to appeal them" – Vimal 

 Inner satisfaction for the : “ For the He Man" (Marlboro Cigarettes). “for men of action, 

Satisfaction”-  ITC 



 

 

This inner satisfaction is mainly applicable for luxury products. Therefore, the commercial should 

emphasize Inner satisfaction as the major driving force 

Q-75- What is Reminder Advertising? 

Ans-75- This is another type of advertising. The objective of this ad is to keep the brand name in the 

audience mind. "Tap of the mind" is the purpose. Most soft drinks companies ad belongs to this type 

 A

d execution appeal:  The following are some of the ad execution style commonly used in the ad area 

to attract the target group. a) Straight talk or factual message b) Scientific / technical advice c) 

demonstration d) Comparison e) Testimonial t) Slice of life g) Animation 

h) personality symbol i) Fantasy j) Dramatization k) Humor l) Combination. 

a) Straight Talk: One of the most basic types of creative execution is the straight sell or factual 

message. This type of ad relies on straight forward presentation of Information regarding the product. 

Here the focus of the message is the product and its attributes. This type of ad is commonly used In 

printed ads. When this type of ad appears on TV, the announcer generally delivers the sales message 

while the product is shown on the screen. E.g. Zenith portable TV - "TV that puts itself to sleep" 

b) Scientific and technical advice: Advertisers often give technical information to endorse their 

products. E.g.. 1 "V” Guard Solar water heater - ISI certified" E.g. 2 Lifebuoy - Toilet soap is 

endorsed by "Indian Medical Technologists Association” Here doctors are used to give benefits of the 

product to the consumers 

c) Demonstration: Demonstration is designed to illustrate the key advantages of the product. Here, the 

actual use of product is shown. Demonstration can be very effective especially for consumer durable 

products E.g. Samsung uses this style in the commercials to demonstrate the effectiveness of' the 

sound. 

e) Comparison.:  In many ads, brand comparisons are made. This type of ad using comparison is very 

popular among advertisers since it offers a direct way of communicating the brands perceived 

advantage over its competitors. This is generally used by all car manufacturers, and TV 

manufacturers. 

d)Testimonial : The actual user of the product are interviewed to explain the experience, that could be 

used in commercials, to create faith in the target group. E.g. H LL use this style for its product Surf 

Excel where a lady user explains the benefits of the product E.g. 2 Bazee.com, an online auction 

portal used this style to portray its customer experience.  

e) Slice of life :  This style is mainly used to give solutions to the problem of the target group. E.g. 

Spic Henkel used to portray this style for its detergent powder "Henko" to give solutions for 

removing the stains E.g. 2 "Satyam Info way" an internet service provider also uses this style to give 

solutions to the problem by portraying "Sify" instant e-mail service for companies. Sometimes 



 

 

business to business marketer uses modification of slice of life. It is referred as slice of death. The 

manner of execution is with a fear appeal and the focus is on negative consequences. This is to create 

knowledge among business people who may make a wrong choice of supplier. 

f) Animation: Some of the companies use animation/graphics to execute their commercial that could 

have greater impact on children. E. g . "Babool Bubble gum and "Nestlé’s Milk Éclairs use this style 

to focus on children audience. 

g) Personality symbol :  Mainly focus on celebrities in commercial and many companies use this style 

to attract the target group and to impact on them Boost - Kapildev, Royalstag - Ponting, Timex - Brett 

Lee 

h) Fantasy: The execution style mainly uses the focus the inner desire of the target group. E.g. "Lux 

soap ad" Revlon Ad. Cosmetic ads often use fantasy appeals to create images and symbols that 

become associated with the brand. 

i) Dramatization: Dramatization is similar to slice of life where execution suggests a solution to the 

problem faced by the customer. The difference is use of a story to dramatize the theme. The purpose 

of using drama is to draw the viewer into action. E.g. Maruti car on a hilly terrain where no water, no 

food, no accommodation is available. Yet Maruti station is available. This is highly dramatized. 

Toshiba's ad given below is a classic example of such 

j) Humor: This is a novel way of executing an ad to draw the attention of target group. E.g. Ad of 
"Chloromint', "Feviquik "Sprite ad with a decorated crow" 

k) Combination: Most of the commercials use combination of all the above to attract the audience. 

 

************* 

 


